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To Honorable Carroll A. Campbell, Governor and to the General 
Assembly of South Carolina: 
Pursuant to Section 3 of Act of General Assembly creating the 
State Commission of Forestry, approved April 26, 1927, which 
provides that the Commission shall "inquire into and make an 
annual report to the General Assembly upon forest conditions 
in South Carolina, with reference to the preservation of forests, 
the effect of the destruction of forests upon the general welfare 
of the State, and other matters pertaining to the subject of 
forestry and tree growth, including recommendations to the 
public generally as to reforestation". I have the honor to 
submit the report of the Commission for the period of July 1, 
1987 to June 30, 1988. 
Respectfully submitted, 
STATE COMMISSION OF FORESTRY 
Eugene H. Kneece, Jr., Chairman 
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ACCOMPLISHMENT SUMMARY 
* Prepared 4,368 woodland management plans covering 241,414 acres. 
* Approved reforestation cost sharing for 2, 782 private landowners on 
102,386 acres for state and federal programs. ; 
* Performed forest management services on 34,028 .acres of land on 394 
tracts where landowners paid $143,238, the cost of services. 
* Plowed 1,610 miles of firebreaks for forest protection on 756 tracts 
where landowners paid $79,341 in costs. 
* Grew and sold 78 million forest tree seedlings in state nurseries, 95% 
of which were genetically improved. 
* Constructed 2400 square foot forest tree seedling cooler at Taylor 
Nursery. 
* Processed 119 samples at Insect and Disease laboratory for all sectors 
of the forest community. 
* Suppressed 8,466 wildfires burning 42,614 acres, a greater than 
average fire year. 
* Provided $44,600 to 64 rural fire departments for equipment purchase 
through the Rural Development Act. 
* Loaned 17 pieces of excess federal equipment to qualifying rural fire 
departments. 
* Coordinated 2,154 prescribed bums under the Voluntary Smoke 
Management Guidelines. 
* Prosecuted 103 forest law violations with 88 convictions. 
* Used fixed winged aerial tankers to make 49 drops on 40 wildfires. 
Used helicopters to deliver 297 water drops on nine wildfires. 
* Conducted 902 information and education programs for 63,826 
individuals. 
* Certified 21 Tree Cities in South Carolina. 
* Issued 7,326 hunting and fishing permits for Forestry Commission 
managed lands. 
*Earned the large state agency Fleet Safety Award from the State 
Division of Motor Vehicle Management. 
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ADMINISTRATION DIVISION 
The Division of Administration supports the Forestry Commission's 
employees and programs through policies and procedures relating to 
budgeting, accounting, personnel services, and purchasing. 
Personnel Section 
The Personnel Section administers personnel management programs 
and policies for the Forestry Commission. Major program areas are 
employee relations, classification and compensation, personnel and 
position records management, recruitment, employee benefits, 
affirmative action, and worker's compensation. 
Workforce 
The South Carolina Forestry Commission has a total of 593.43 authorized 
full time equivalent positions classified into 57 separate job categories. 
Of these positions, 574 are funded by state appropriations. 
Personnel Turnoyer 
An analysis of employee turnover data reveals that 4 7 employees left 
their jobs during the fiscal year. There were 68 employees hired. 
Employee Injuries 
Most Commission personnel work in positiOns having a higher than 
normal risk of injury. The safety program, through the leadership of 
the Special Projects Section, is directed toward reducing this risk. There 
were 59 job related injuries reported during the fiscal year, an increase 
of 10 from last year. 
Affirmative Action 
Affirmative Action has become a permanent part of the Commission's 
operations and was emphasized to supervisors through training sessions 
as well as by the State Forester. Our Affirmative Action Plan has been 
approved by the South Carolina Human Affairs Commission. 
Communications Section 
The Forestry Commission radio system includes radio units in every fire 
suppression unit, transport truck, fire tower, ranger truck and 
overhead supervisor vehicle responsible for fire suppression. The 
Columbia Office, District offices, two State Forests and two nurseries are 
radio equipped. All rangers and foresters are equipped with portable 
radio sets. All aircraft as well as contract aerial tankers are radio 
equipped. 
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The 450 foot radio tower at the Commission Headquarters was properly 
grounded and an emergency AC generator was purchased for 
Headquarters. The hardline antenna cable for Harbison Tower was 
replaced. Radio frequency use agreements for cooperators were 
modified. A new base station antenna was purchased for Sand Hills State 
Forest. Ten new radios were purchased for Manchester State Forest. 
Purchasing and Property Section 
The purchasing section coordinates and provides the purchasing, 
property control and warehousing services to the Commission. The 
section establishes specifications and contractual services for the 
Commission. It also coordinates and handles the disposal of all 
Commission property. The central warehouse within the section carries 
an inventory of uniforms, equipment repair parts, and maintenance 
supplies that are available by requisition to field units. Inventory 
records of Commission equipment and Federal Excess Property on loan to 
the Commission are maintained by this section. Minority business 
enterprise utilization is encouraged by the Commission and the 
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The Engineering Division provides :staff service to all units of the 
Forestry Commission in matters relating to communications .• 
transportation of supplies and equipment, maintenance of equipment 
and permanent improvements, and new construction. 
Equipment Construction And Maintenance 
All regular and specialized fire control equipment is modified and 
processed for field use at the Commission's Central Repair Shop in 
Columbia. During the year central shop personnel made numerous 
repairs to Forestry Commission vehicles and equipment and 
manufactured many special fire control, forest management, and 
nursery items. Some of the . work conducted at the central shop 
included: 
* Constructed 20 seedling carts for Taylor Nursery 
* Repair of medium tractors for field use 
* Modified and repaired specialized equipment for 
use in aerial tanker program 
* Rebuilt wrecked equipment 
* Provided maintenance assistance to the district 
repair shops 
* Performed major equipment overhauls and repairs 
on field equipment 
* Assisted with helicopter prescribed burning program 
* Assisted with seedling distribution using two (2) 
refrigerated semi-vans 
Equipment Replacement 
No fire suppression trucks or tractors were purchased. 
Construction And Maintenance 
* Constructed (in house) one 2,400 square foot forest 
tree seedling cooler at the Taylor Nursery capable 
of storing 1.5 million seedlings. 
* A lightning caused fire destroyed Taylor Nursery 
repair shop and storage building; conversion of an 
equipment shed for a repair shop and storage was 
made . 
* The office and packing shed at Tilghman was 
renovated with new exterior siding and windows. 
* Additional twelve acres of nursery beds with surface 
irrigation was constructed at Tilghman Nursery. 
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FIELD OPERATIONS DIVISION 
The Field Operations Division provides operational and technical staff 
direction to the Forestry Commission field organization in each of the 
major program areas of forest management, nurseries and tree 
improvement, forest insects and diseases: forest fire protection, and 
information and education. 
Forest Management Section 
The Forest Management Section assists South Carolina citizens with 
management and development of the forest resources of the state. 
Programs include Woodland Management Assistance, Reforestation 
Programs, Forestry Services, Forest Products Utilization and Marketing 
Assistance, Resource Conservation and Development, and Watersheds. 
These programs assist owners. in growing more timber, aid industries in 
more efficient ~ utilization of the timber resource, and foster 
conservation of the forest resource. 
There are 12.2 million acres of commercial forest land in South Carolina. 
According to the 1986 U. S. Forest Service Survey, 68% of the land is 
owned by farmers and miscellaneous private owners. Forest industry 
owns approximately 22% with 10% in public ownership. 
The 1986 Survey shows approximately 257,858 acres are harvested each 
year. Of this total, an estimated 234,562 acres are regenerated 
adequately, either naturally or by planting while approximately 23,296 
acres are left without ·adequate regeneration. 
The forest management programs are designed · to assist the non-
industrial private landowner with multiple use management with the 
goal of closing the regeneration gap. 
Forest Management Assistance 
Professional foresters from the Forestry Co!fimission provide forest 
management advice and assistance to landowners. The land is · examined 
and a written forest manage~ent plan is prepared. Recommendations 
for management may iQclude · silvicultural practices, forest protection, 
reforestation, harvesting, prescribed burning, wildlife habitat 
improvement, and recreation. This year 4,368 management plans were 
prepared for 241,414 acres. · 
Where practical, the landowner is referred to consulting or industrial 
foresters to assist .in carrying out the management recommendations. 
This year 563 cases were referred to consulting foresters with 330 cases 
referred to industrial foresters. 
Commission foresters provide timber marking services to landowners 
on a limited basis. This year 62 tracts were marked, with 1,504,374 board 
feet of sawtimber and 4,737 cords of pulpwood designated for cutting. 
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FOREST MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 
TOTAL WOODLAND 
WOODLAND ACRES TRACTS VOLUME----MARKED EXAMINATIONS 
COUNTY EXAMS EXAMINED MARKED BOARD FT. CORDS 1941-JUNE,l987 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Abbeville 71 3828 1683 
Aiken 116 6241 1 47207 3145 
Allendale 45 2669 1 213 868 
Anderson 111 6025 2' 71222 31 3062 
Bamberg 126 7099 1 247000 1486 
Barnwell 114 4318 1412 
Beaufort 10 620 493 
Berkeley 49 3952 819 
Calhoun 121 5087 1919 
Charleston 32 1455 642 
Cherokee 55 4476 3 88 1335 
Chester 92 7327 1397 
Chesterfield 410 15950 3098 
Clarendon 101 6640 1560 
Collet on 110 7327 1 115 2633 
Darlington 63 2512 1 2315 10 2007 
Dillon 45 1957 1570 
Dorchester 89 4207 977 
Edgefield 74 3825 998 
Fairfield 72 7059 1778 
Florence 140 4163 8 431136 69 3050 
Georgetown 36 2579 678 
Greenville 70 3847 5 274132 644 1862 
Greenwood 70 5362 1960 
Hampton 127 6727 1916 
Horry 121 5976 4 103001 87 2489 
Jasper 36 1606 688 
Kershaw 131 8435 2162 
Lancaster 93 4002 1 65 2048 
Laurens 87 7125 1 87 1945 
Lee 73 3863 1366 
Lexington 88 3592 1 17 2350 
Marion 35 1306 2 622 832 
Marlboro 94 5288 1 85 1297 
McCormick so 3488 1414 
Newberry 202 11919 1 31560 2249 
Oconee 85 7751 1 89954 21 2153 
Orangeburg 238 10939 1 10000 20 4106 
Pickens 51 2675 7 151436 547 1942 
Richland 76 4996 4 45411 217 2878 
Saluda 122 5673 1664 
Spartanburg 58 2492 4 .425 1816 
Sumter so 3476 2000 
Union 38 3719 1 5 910 
Williamsburg 213 13861 1 165 2625 
York 78 3980 9 1204 2538 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS 4368 241414 62 1504374 4737 83820 
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Hardwood Proiram 
On October 1, 1984 the Forestry Commission became a member of the 
North Carolina State Hardwood Research Cooperative. The Co-op staff 
provides hardwood management training for foresters, provides special 
consultation upon request on private tracts and other state lands, 
provides updated resource materials, and provides assistance in the 
formulation of "Best Management Practices" through technical 
assistance and research. 
Active research projects include: 
• Growth and yield of natural stands. 
• Natural regeneration residuals study. 
Reforestation Proirams 
State Program: 
Forest Renewal Pro~ram (FRP)- The South Carolina legislature, 
recognizing the south's unique potential to supply the nation's 
continuing demand for forest products, established the Forest Renewal 
Program (FRP) in 1981. The program provides financial cost sharing 
assistance to private woodland owners in reforesting cut-over and 
understocked forest land. With the support of forest industry, the 
program is jointly funded through an assessment of those industries 
producing primary wood products and an appropriation by the state 
legislature. 
This program and the federal programs provide up to 50% 
reimbursement to carry out approved forestry practices for 
reforestation of woodlands or forest improvement practices. 
In 1982 the program was funded for the first time by a $100,000 state 
appropriation. This permitted an assessment of $400,000 from forest 
industry, and created a $500,000 Forest Renewal Fund. 
The program was funded at the same level for 1987-88. 
Federal Programs: 
These cost share programs are administered by the U. S. Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS). The Forestry Commission 
provides technical forestry assistance to landowners and approves 
qualifying acreage. 
Forestry Incentive Program (FIP)- Since 1974 $14,011,436 have been 
allocated to South Carolina landowners under FIP. 
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A~ricultural Conservation Pro~ram CACPl-Agricultural Conservation 
Program funds are also available to landowners for reforestation. 
Conservation Reserve Pro~ram CCRPl-The Conservation Reserve 
Program, authorized under the 1985 Farm Bill, is a voluntary program to 
take highly erodible cropland out of production. Participants receive 
annual payments for ten years and one half the initial cost to establish 
a conservation practice which includes trees as one option. The 
program began with crop year 1986 and will continue through crop 
year 1990. Six signups have been held with 164,390 acres approved for 
trees; 68,361 acres were planted this year. 
STATEWIDE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ALL COST SHARE PROGRAMS 
No. of Acres TSI & Natural Cost Share 
Program Landowners Planted Regeneration Acres Payments ($) 
FRP 92 4, 658 83 $ 350,921 
FIP 342 12,558 316 $ 959,718 
ACP 675 16,809 1,399 $ 861,377 
CRP 1,673 68,361 0 $ 1,758,175 
TOTAL 2,782 102,386 1, 798 $ 3,930,191 
Forest Services 
Through this program the Commission provides landowners forestry 
services to assist in afforestation, reforestation, and to maximize 
production from their woodland. For these services the landowner is 
charged the cost of performing the service. 
These services were available to landowners during the year: 
* Firebreak Plowing--performed by Forestry Commission 
employees using agency equipment for $35 per hour. 
* Prescribed Burning--performed by Forestry Commission 
employees using agency equipment for $4 per acre for 
understory and $6 per acre for site preparation. 
* Prescribed Burning Standby--an agency unit and 
employee on standby at burning site while landowner 
performs burning under an approved plan for $10 per 
hour. 
* Equipment Rental Program--agency owned tree planters, 
bedding plows, drum choppers, spot guns and Christmas 
tree trimmers made available to private landowners for 
use in reforestation at rates from $3 to $15 per acre. 
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Service i Tracts Miles-Acres Receipts 
Firebreak Plowing 756 1,610 mi $ 79,341 
Prescribed Burning 233 25,080 ac 114,566 
Prescribed Burning 
Standby 51 5,041 ac 6,457 
Equipment Rental 110 3,907 ac 22,215 
TOTAL DOLLARS $222,579 
Industry Assistance 
The Forestry Commission continued to provide direct assistance to the 
wood using industries. Assistance was in the areas of sawmill 
improvement, felling and bucking, improved drying techniques, and 
wood energy. 
Exports and Domestic Forest Product Marketin~ 
Perhaps one of our greatest opportunities for service to the people and 
economy of South Carolina lies in the Commission's increased emphasis 
on market development. A new position now established in this area 
includes assistance and promotion of forest product exports from South 
Carolina. Of equal or even greater importance are the efforts toward 
further developing the manufacturing potential of secondary products 
from the primary forest products the state produces so well. These 
secondary products are very numerous, but many are produced in other 
states and countries from South Carolina primary products and then sold 
back to us here in South Carolina. South Carolina needs to do more 
secondary manufacturing right here at home to better utilize our 
resources and provide more and better jobs. 
A most encouraging development occurred in 1988 with the 
groundbreaking for a new Willamette Industries $300 million paper mill 
in Marlboro county. Not only will this state of the art mill provide a 
needed market for under-utilized hardwoods in the Pee Dee Region, but 
it will do much toward improving an unemployment rate nearing 
double-digits in the mill area. Forestry Commission assistance in the 
early stages of development helped lead to South Carolina being chosen 
for the site of this valuable asset. 
Miscellaneq_us Assistance 
Commission personnel handled 189 miscellaneous utilization, 
marketing, and wood energy requests · during the year. 
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Ninety Six District 
Resource Conservation and Development Project 
The Ninety Six District Resource Conservation and Development Project 
(RC&D) contains six counties in the S.C~ Forestry Commission's Newberry 
District. These are Abbeville, Edgefield, Greenwood, Laurens, 
McCormick, and Saluda Counties. The RC&D Commission was initiated 
and sponsored by private citizens, city and county governments, and 
Soil and Water Conservation Districts from the six counties. Federal, state 
and local governments, industry representatives, - and others work 
together on projects that the local citizens consider necessary to 
develop a better way of life for the people in the project area. These 
projects are accomplished by developing and conserv'ing the human 
and natural resources of the area. 
The RC&D Forestry Committee's . objective is to promote optimum 
utilization and conservation of the forest resources for the economic 
well being of the area. Three goals identified by the Forestry Committee 
are: 1 )improvement of the area's economy through better woodlands 
management; 2) improvement of the area's economy by using 
alternative forest products; and 3) to promote greater use of the area's 
forest resources. 
The Ninety Six RC&D Project was very active again this year. The 
projects completed or currently in progress are listed below: 
Oakland Elemetary Nature Area 
Woodland Clinic 
Environmental Workshops 
Talks & Arbor Day Programs 
Prescribed Burning 
County Forestry Association Assistance 
McCormick Correctional Institute-Wood Energy Project 
Exhibits 
Forestry Practices Tour 
Site Preparation Demonstration Area - Edgefield County 
Prescribed Burning 
Mt. Carmel Tree Plan 
Shiitake Mushroom Project 
Conservation Reserve Program 
Workshops & Tours 
Training 
McCormick County Special Woodland Study 
Greenwood County Christmas Tree Survey 
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Watersheds 
A program to help control water runoff on the small watersheds and 
protect bottomlands along the smaller streams from overflow was 
initiated some years ago through Public Law 566. Forestry Commission 
personnel provide technical assistance as needed on active watersheds. 
This assistance is provided under an agreement with the U. S. Forest 
Service. 
Christmas Tree Survey 
The Forestry Commission produces about two million Christmas tree 
seedlings annually that are available to Christmas tree growers. 
An annual Christmas tree survey was initiated to obtain information on 
source of trees, markets, and trends of sales. The 1987 survey indicated 
that 48% of the Christmas trees sold in South Carolina were imported. A 
total of 186,414 trees were sold with only 89,667 of these grown in South 
Carolina. 
The goal of growers and cooperating agencies is to promote South 
Carolina grown trees to obtain a larger share of the local market for 
South Carolina growers as well as possible export opportunities. 
Promotion is a joint effort of the Forestry Commission, Clemson 
Extension Service, S. C. Christmas Tree Growers Association, and the S. C. 
Department of Agriculture. 
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Nurseries And Tree Improvement Section 
Nurseries 
The Forestry Commission operates four forest tree nurseries for the 
production of seedlings for South Carolina landowners. This year 
78,787,967 seedlings were grown and shipped. In addition, 3,923,000 
seedlings were purchased and resold to S. C. landowners. 
South Carolina's wood using industries planted 49,606,896 seedlings on 
company lands. These consisted of 32,768,896 grown in the state by 
industry nurseries, 9, 769,000 grown by Commission nurseries, while 
7,069,000 were brought in by industry. A grand total of 163,612,827 
seedlings were planted on 232, 955 acres in the state during the year. 
Twenty-one different tree species were grown at the state nurseries 
with 95% of these being genetically improved. Although the 
Commission was able to meet most seedling demands, the supplies of a 
few species were exhausted before transplanting began. 
Research 
The Forestry Commission continues cooperative research projects with 
Clemson University, Auburn University and the U. S. Forest Service. 
The Commission also maintains membership in the North Carolina State 
University Tree Improvement and Hardwood Research Cooperative and 
the Auburn University Southern Forest Nursery Management 
Cooperative. 
Containerized Seedlin~s 
Specialized needs existed for seedlings other than bare root stock grown 
at Commission nurseries. To meet these needs, a double bay greenhouse 
was constructed in 1982 at Creech Seed Orchard, Wedgefield. This 
greenhouse and associated slathouses give the Commission the capacity 
to grow one million containerized seedlings annually. 
The first crop of 130,000 seedlings was distributed to landowners in 
June, 1983. Distribution of the current crop of 302,100 seedlings was 
completed in May, 1988. 
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Forest Tree Seed Collection Pro~ram 
Each year the Forestry Commission collects or purchases pine cones and 
other seed for seedling production. During the past year, walnut, 
baldcypress, redcedar, yellow-poplar, longleaf and loblolly pine were 
purchased. 
Bushels Pounds Pounds per 
Source of Cones of Seed Bushel 
Improved Coastal Loblolly 
1st Generation •....••.... 1,873 4,189 2.24 
Improved Coastal Loblolly 
1st Generation, disease 
resistant .••.••..•....... 48 142 2.96 
Improved Piedmont Loblolly 
1st Generation .....•••... 2, 782 4,804 1. 73 
Improved Piedmont Loblolly 
1st Generation, disease 
resistant ......•.••••••.. 111 136 1.23 
Improved S.C. Slash 
1st Generation ....•...... 390 282 .72 
Improved Longleaf 
1st Generation ....•...... 834 655 .79 
Improved Coastal Loblolly 
1.5 Generation .....••.... 1,033 1,285 1.24 
Improved Coastal Loblolly 
2nd Generation .••..••..•. 7 5 .71 
Improved Piedmont Loblolly 
2nd Generation •.•..••••.. 11 6 .55 
Improved Coastal Loblolly 
1st Generation 1) ..•... 267 423 1.58 
Improved Piedmont Loblolly 
1st Generation 1) ••••.. 2,800 5,006 1. 79 
Improved Virginia Pine 
1st Generation 1) ...... 50 66 1.32 
Longleaf Pine 2) ...... 4.500 2.422 .54 
Totals ...... 14,706 19,421 
1) Leased orchards 
2) Regular source 
It is anticipated that orchard seed will produce 80,000,000 seedlings 
which will be available to South Carolina landowners. 
Through the Clemson University Department of Seed Certification, 147 
acres of Commission orchards will produce seed meeting "Blue Tag" cer-
tified standards and 46 acres meeting "Green Tag" select standards. 
Seedlings from this seed will be available in the 1988-89 planting 
season. 
Measurable amounts of second generation seed will become available 
within the next three years. 
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State Nurseries Seedling Production by Species 
Improved Coastal Loblolly Pine ........•.. 
Improved Piedmont Loblolly Pine ......... . 
Regular Coastal Loblolly Pine •........... 
Regular Piedmont Loblolly Pine .••••••...• 
Longleaf Pine .•.•......•...••••.•.•...•.. 
Improved Slash Pine •.•....•.............. 
Improved Virginia Pine .............••••.. 
Improved White Pine (2-0) •..•••....•...•. 
Improved White Pine (3-0) ......•••....... 
Baldcypress .....•...............•........ 
Arizona Cypress ..•.............•..•...... 
Redcedar ..................•...••.••.••.•• 
Yellow Poplar .........•.•................ 
Improved Sycamore ....•....••............. 
Sweetgum .••.............................• 
Black Walnut ••••......................... 
Crepe Myrtle •..................•••....... 
Dogwood •.........................•.•..... 
Redbud .•.................•.••..••••...•.. 
Pitch Pine .•.....•••..•..•••.. ; ......... . 
Shortleaf Pine .•••••.••....•............. 
Bicolor Lespedeza ••...................... 
Autumn Olive ..•••.•.•.................... 
Total 
Containerized Seedling Production 
Greenhouse--Creech Seed Orchard 
Improved Piedmont Loblolly 
(2nd Generation) •...............•...•• 
Improved Virginia Pine .•................. 
Improved Coastal Loblolly Pine .....••.... 
Pitch Pine .............................. . 
Leyland Cypress ....................•..... 
Improved Longleaf ....................... . 





































Tree Seedlin~ Distribution by Landowner Classification 
A. Seedlings Planted in the State by Land Ownership: 
Percent 
Land Ownership of Total 
Farmers......................... 19 
Christmas Tree Growers.......... 1 
Other Individuals............... 44 
Lumber & Other Forest Industry.. 4 
Pulp & Paper Companies.......... 26 
Non-Forest Industries........... 2 
Schools......................... -
State Forests. . • . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . 1 
Other State Lands............... 1 
City, Town, County.............. -
Federal Lands. • . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . 2 
Associations/Clubs •••••........• 
Total 100 
B. Source of Seedlings Planted in the State 
1. Nurseries in South Carolina 
S. c. Forestry Commission 
(Includes Greenhouse) ..............•.. 
Champion International ............•...... 
International Paper Company ............. . 
Westvaco ••.............•.. -.............. . 
Weyerhaeuser ..........................••. 
Total 
2. Nurseries Outside South Carolina 
Catawba (Hiwassee) ...................... . 
Federal Paper Board ..................... . 
Georgia Forestry Commission ............. . 
International Paper Company ............. . 
N.c. Forest Service .................... . 
Union Camp .............................. . 
Weyerhaeuser ........•.................... 
Total 


































Spring and early summer drought in 1987 killed many seedlings 
planted the preceding winter. Survival checks on 10% of non-industry 
land ownership indicated average losses of 30%. Greatest losses 
occurred in various geographical areas of the Piedmont. 
PLANTING SITES CHECKED Total 
BY PERCENT SURVIVAL Plantings Ave. % 
District 0-49% 50-70% 71-100% Inspected Survival 
Camden 5 13 35 53 74 
Florence 0 6 24 30 80 
Kingstree 5 9 22 36 74 
Newberry 18 14 36 68 62 
Orangeburg 12 15 42 69 70 
Spartanburg 18 19 39 76 65 
Walterboro 5 3 23 31 74 
State Wide: 63 79 221 363 70 
Survival is up 20% over last season, however, our goal is to get survival 
as close to 80% as possible. The lack of rainfalt is definitely reflected in 
survival percentages in Newberry, Spartanburg, and Orangeburg 
Districts. 
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Total Seedlings and Acres Planted in South Carolina 
1929- 1988, by County 
SEEDLINGS GRAND TOTAL ACRES PLANTED 
PLANTED PLANTED TO 1929 TO 6/30/88 
COUNTY 1987-88 DATE 1929-88 
------------------------------------------------------------
Abbeville 2126000 54476792 64364 
Aiken 3532400 195094453 212926 
Allendale 5094300 79165822 90711 
Anderson 2793500 46897444 52741 
Bamberg 5801750 . 48688009 57275 
Barnwell 7823000 114 779096 130908 
Beaufort 1480750 26168145 31488 
Berkeley 3859134 101042796 120527 
Calhoun 5923500 42047850 51509 
Charleston 2101011 37700617 46640 
Cherokee 1224000 29757979 34740 
Chester 4303434 72832691 109231 
Chesterfield 8744500 131004815 148880 
Clarendon 1897000 52268073 60097 
Colleton 5116460 113330969 148467 
Darlington 2339244 32467914 38730 
Dillon 1450334 25319374 28048 
Dorchester 3686605 70164682 78052 
Edgefield 3665000 59866856 73239 
Fairfield 4710130 92300621 106575 
Florence 1824979 28332561 32933 
,Georgetown 4221825 116074756 134933 
Greenville 1055250 . 26805542 29889 . 
Greenwood 2678000 74135139 76920 
Hampton 4259150 88498882 10551l 
Horry 1820044 70335251 77972 
Jasper 2694800 80681577 96347 
Kershaw 5492100 169871985 190609 
Lancaster 4382338 64610598 77518 
Laurens 4304496 85621860 163570 
Lee 2644500 29255089 34148 
Lexington 2105500 56663847 63228 
Marion 1394768 29147022 33928 
Marlboro 3433718 47483221 55072 
McCormick 2334000 41873543 52352 
Newberry 6104325 74346172 92100 
Oconee 1033000 31734523 36002 
Orangeburg 9879500 114062486 137919 
Pickens 1042000 26179375 29838 
Richland 2410750 63658320 73477 
Saluda 3058777 39982620 50795 
Spartanburg 1470170 54234094 60480 
Sumter 2162400 61202317 67906 
Union 4003870 66276478 78461 
Williamsburg 5829000 75367034 93503 
York 1713515 53890471 61138 
Multiple Cos. 2588000 2588000 3697 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 163612827 3098287761 3695394 
OUT-OF-STATE 482000 75937941 0 
GRAND TOTAL 164094827 3174225702 3695394 
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TOTAL SEEDLING DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTY; SPECIES; AMOUNT 
Improved Regular Inproved Regular White White 
Coastal Coastal Piedront Piedront Sliish Yellow Bald- Bliick Pine Pine Virginia Eastern SWeet- Leyland Grand 
County I.d:>lolly I.d:>lolly I.d:>lolly I.d:>lolly Pine Longleaf !'q>lar cypress Walnut 5ycam:lre (2-0) (3-0) Pine Redcedar gun cypress Mise. Total 
1\tbeville 0 0 2, 116,500 0 0 0 1,000 0 2,000 1,000 500 500 4,000 500 0 0 0 2,126,000 
Aiken 525,500 0 2,552,000 0 0 343,000 1, 600 1000 600 100 10,000 1, 600 87,500 9,500 0 0 0 3, 532,400 
Allendlle 5,049, 800 0 38,000 0 0 0 0 0 500 0 1,000 500 4,500 0 0 0 0 5, 094,300 
Anderson 0 0 2,646,000 0 8,000 0 1,000 2000 2,000 0 75,000 3,000 49,000 7,500 0 0 0 2, 793,500 
B3mberg 5, 713,750 0 35,000 0 0 7,500 1,000 3000 3,000 500 0 0 2,000 1,000 0 0 0 5,801, 750 
Earnwell 7' 662,500 0 38,000 0 0 89,500 2,000 0 0 0 1,500 500 21,500 7,500 0 0 0 7,823,000 
Beaufort 1,444, 250 500 0 0 0 0 1,500 1000 500 1,500 11,000 500 15,500 4,500 0 0 0 1,480, 750 
Berkeley 3,652, 634 1,000 0 0 0 195,000 0 0 0 0 0 500 7,000 3,000 0 0 0 3,859,134 
calhoun 4, 531,000 0 1,332,000 0 0 36,000 3, 500 1000 1,500 0 500 500 13,000 4,500 0 0 0 5, 923,500 
Charleston 1, 991,011 0 0 0 0 49,000 500 500 500 0 500 500 50,500 7,000 0 0 0 2,101,011 
Cherokee 0 0 1,208,500 0 0 0 500 0 0 0 8,500 1,500 4,500 500 0 0 0 1, 224,000 
Chester 0 0 4,291,434 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 1,500 500 9,500 0 0 0 0 4, 303,434 
Chesterfield 1,452, 300 0 6,806,200 0 0 473,000 0 1000 1,000 0 2,000 500 4,500 4,000 0 0 0 8, 744,500 
Clarendcrl 1,556, 500 0 245,500 0 0 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,000 2,000 0 0 0 1,897,000 
Colleton 4,868, 460 130,000 0 0 0 100,000 1,500 0 1,000 0 2,000 0 9,000 4,500 0 0 0 5,116,460 
Dar lin:]ton 1, 742,500 56,500 506,244 0 500 500 1,000 500 1,000 500 1,000 0 21,500 7,500 0 0 0 2, 339,244 
Dillon 968,000 0 474,834 0 0 0 0 1000 500 500 0 0 2,000 3,500 0 0 0 1,450,334 
Dorchester 3,635,105 0 0 0 0 0 500 500 7,500 0 1,000 0 34,500 7,500 0 0 0 3, 686,605 
Edgefield 50,000 0 3, 597' 500 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 2,500 9,500 4,500 0 0 0 3, 665,000 
Fairfield 0 0 4, 703,130 2,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 1,500 3,000 0 0 0 0 4, 710,130 
Florence 1, 591,500 2,500 163,363 0 0 1,000 1,500 500 3,000 500 3,500 1,000 19,500 31,000 0 0 116 1, 824,979 
Georgetown 3,849, 500 0 335,825 0 0 25,000 0 0 0 0 1,000 0 9,500 1,000 0 0 0 4,221,825 
Greenville 0 0 971,500 8,250 0 1,000 500 0 500 0 31,000 11,500 28,500 2,500 0 0 0 1,055,250 
Green;o:xx:i 0 0 2, 664,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,000 500 10,500 1,000 0 0 0 2, 678,000 
H3mptoo 4,234, 650 11,000 0 0 0 5,500 0 1000 0 0 1,500 500 2,000 2,000 0 0 0 4, 259,150 
Harry 1,572,000 1,500 210,044 0 500 2,000 1,000 1500 500 500 1,000 500 24,000 5,000 0 0 0 1,820,044 
Jasper 2,685,800 1,000 0 0 0 0 0 500 0 0 0 0 4,000 3,500 0 0 0 2, 694,800 
Kershaw 1,019,000 0 4, 346,600 0 0 69,000 500 2000 0 3,000 2,500 500 42,000 7,000 0 0 0 5, 492,100 
lancaster 14,000 0 4,358,838 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,000 2,000 5,500 0 0 0 4, 382,338 
Laurens 0 0 4,278,496 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,500 500 19,500 1,500 0 0 0 4, 304,496 
Lee 1, 218,000 0 1,378,000 0 0 25,500 0 500 500 0 6,500 0 11,000 4,000 0 0 0 2, 644,500 
Lexingtoo 692,500 0 1,081,500 1,000 500 138, 500 27' 500 2100 2,000 2,000 4,100 8,500 112,300 32,000 0 0 0 2,105,500 
Mrrion 1,240, 500 0 142,768 0 0 0 0 0 500 0 1,500 1,000 3,500 5,000 0 0 0 1, 394,768 
Mrrlboro 1,825,200 0 1,123,518 0 0 474,500 0 3000 500 0 500 0 4,000 2,500 0 0 0 3,433, 718 
M::Corrnick 100,000 0 2,230,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,000 0 0 0 0 2,334,000 
Newberry 0 0 6,074,425 0 0 0 1,200 200 0 0 6,000 500 5,000 2,000 0 0 0 6,104,325 
Oconee 0 0 819,500 1,000 0 0 6,500 0 1,500 1, 000 105,500 6,500 19,000 5,500 0 0 67,000 1,033,000 
Orangeburg 8, 744,500 0 1,070,000 0 0 1,000 2,600 1000 2,500 500 1,500 3,500 25,800 26,000 0 0 600 9,879,500 
Pickens 0 0 888,000 0 0 0 500 1000 1,000 3,000 95,000 20,500 22,500 10,500 0 0 0 1,042,000 
Richland 1,006,500 0 1,191,500 0 25,000 113,000 1,600 2250 3,500 800 6,800 5,000 44,300 9,500 0 0 0 2,410, 750 
saluda 30,000 0 3,003, 777 2,000 0 0 1,000 500 0 0 4,000 1,000 15,000 1,500 0 0 0 3,058, 777 
Spartanbrrg 0 0 1, 388,670 2,000 500 1,000 1,500 0 4,500 500 15,500 10,000 43,000 3,000 0 0 0 1,470,170 
Sumter 1, 748,000 4,000 161,500 0 5,000 144,000 3,500 0 1,600 2,500 6,000 4,000 21,000 7,000 0 0 300 2,162,400 
Unioo 0 0 3,989,370 0 0 0 0 0 1,000 0 500 1,000 11,500 500 0 0 0 4,003,870 
Williii!ISburg 5, 717,500 29,000 62,000 0 0 0 1,000 500 500 500 2,500 0 12,000 3,500 0 0 0 5,829,000 
York 0 0 1,669,000 2,000 0 0 1,500 0 1,000 1,500 4,000 6,000 26,000 2,500 0 0 15 1, 713,515 
Mlltiple Cos 234,000 0 2,282,500 0 0 500 1,000 10,000 1,500 1,500 47,500 0 3,000 6,500 0 0 0 2, 588,000 
1UI'ALS 82,366,460 237,000 76,475,536 18,750 40,000 2,320,000 68,500 38,050 47,700 22,400 473,400 97,100 902,900 260,500 0 0 68,031 163,612,827 
SEEDLING DISTRIBUTION 1927-1988 
Total Total Total Total 
State All State All 
Year Nurseries Sources Year Nurseries Sources 
1928-29 142000 142000 1958-59 123985000 166351000 
1929~30 148000 148000 1959-60 147146365 187516418 
1930-31 986000 986000 1960-61 145609075 158330575 
1931-32 976000 976000 1961-62 71892420 83844470 
1932-33 996000 996000 1962-63 56191241 64201541 
1933-34 1031000 1031000 1963-64 51445597 62423597 
1934-35 7529000 7529000 1964-65 49009893 60683493 
1935-36 23000000 23000000 1965-66 42310685 56529185 
1936-37 22000000 22000000 1966-67 48575190 69597590 
1937-38 11192000 11192000 1967-68 39970136 58812136 
1938-39 10854000 10854000 1968-69 29529285 51453285 
1939-40 12244000 12244000 1969-70 31415430 49202630 
1940-41 21165423 21165423 1970-71 31939880 54540880 
1941-42 10275037 10275037 1971-72 23677925 41357225 
1942-43 4742010 4742010 1972-73 30977800 45239100 
1943-44 5662608 5662608 1973-74 28443000 42305500 
1944-45 1962600 1962600 1974-75 40081500 55996500 
1945-46 6402255 6402255 1975-76 40664387 59063387 
1946-47 1962600 1962600 1976-77 39795375 59238275 
1947-48 11356990 11356990 1977-78 45734500 64380200 
1948- 49 30338775 30338775 1978-79 43009533 65936933 
1949-50 29501955 29501955 1979-80 46374919 76206619 
1950-51 20615315 20615315 1980-81 53512622 86419513 
1951-52 16619000 19619000 1981-82 55727828 87793028 
1952-53 22035850 32246298 1982-83 47798858 86265299 
1953-54 36210100 42852314 1983-84 50169612 100394312 
1954-55 35373025 45182255 1984-85 51635770 107717581 
1955-56 34413550 42931755 1985-86 65464810 124381360 
1956-57 55753600 69658736 1986-87 73554964 157522970 
1957-58 60846200 93369084 1987-88 78787967 164094827 
TOTAL 
From State Nurseries: 2,182,562,764 
From All Sources: 3,128,742,439 
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Forest Tree Improvement 
A forest tree improvement program was . begun in 1963 by the Forestry 
Commission to provide genetically improved seed for all loblolly, slash, 
and longleaf pine seedlings grown in Commission nurseries. This 
program was expanded in December 1983 with the acquisition of 1,594 
acres of land near Tillman in Jasper County. This site, named for C. H. 
Niederhof, former Forestry Commission Chairman, will be the location 
of the Commission's second and third generation operational orchards. 
Clone banks of genetic material are maintained for breeding in order to 
assure an ongoing tree improvement program. 
Clone Banks 
Acres 
Coastal Loblolly pine--New Plantation Selections. 2.2 
Piedmont Loblolly pine--New Plantation Selections. ___5._8. 
Total......................................... 8.0 
Pro~eny Testin~ 
Progeny Test planting data necessary to evaluate performance of first 
generation loblolly pine selections is complete. One outplanting of 
piedmont loblolly pine will be maintained. Out plantings of open 
pollinated, first generation longleaf pine have been . established on state 
forest lands. Progeny test plantings for new plantation selections and 
second generation primary breeders began in 1988. Approximately 400 
acres of coastal and piedmont loblolly pine will be established on state 
forest lands, U.S. Forest Service and private industrial lands across South 
Carolina. Clonal selections from these tests will make up third 
generation operational orchards. 
Seed Orchards 
Creech Seed Orchard-Wedgefield-First Generation 
Coastal Loblolly •....•....•...•.......•• 
Coastal Loblolly (disease resistant) ..•• 
Piedmont Loblolly ..••.......••.•........ 
Piedmont Loblolly (disease resistant) .. . 
Slash--South Carolina origin ........... . 
Slash--Georgia origin .................. . 
Longleaf . . .....•.•.........•............ 
Arizona Cypress ........................ . 










Coastal Loblolly--Second Generation..... 10.2 
Piedmont Loblolly--Second Generation 13.4 
Green Savannah Seed Orchard--Manning 
Coastal Loblolly--1.5 Generation 39 
Niederhof Seed Orchard--Tillman 
Coastal Loblolly--Second Generation 170 
Piedmont Loblolly--Second Generation..... 146 
Longleaf Pine--Advanced Generation....... ~ 
Total 536.85 
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Niederhof Seed Orchard 
The Niederhof facility is targeted for a 35 acre coastal loblolly, a 10 acre 
advanced longleaf, and 3 acre advanced slash pine expansion for 1989. 
The Forestry Commission is managing first generation industry owned 
orchards. The harvest of these orchards will supplement the Forestry 
Commission need for seed for seedling production. These orchards will 
be managed for optimum production of genetically improved seed. 
Huntin~ and Fjshin~ 
Opening Niederhof Seed Orchard to controlled hunting and fishing 
continues the Forestry Commission's concept of multiple use 
management of state owned lands. Hunting and fishing rules, 
regulations and guidelines have been adopted and are being 
administered by the Forestry Commission. 
The following schedule relates to all wildlife activities. 
Species Season Hunt Days Hours Restrictions Fee 
Deer Aug 18 Saturday Dawn-9AM Still Hunt $10.00 
Dec Z9 3PM-Sunset 
Quail Jan 1 Saturday Dawn Max 3 hunters $5.00 
Feb 26 Sunset per party 
Turkey Mar 16 Saturday Dawn Stalking $5.00 
Apr 27 Sunset 
Rabbit Jan 2 Wednesday Dawn No Dogs $2.25 
Feb 27 Sunset 
Squirrel Jan 5 Saturday Dawn No Dogs $2.25 
Feb 23 Sunset 
Dove In season days Noon $2.25 
announced Sunset 
Game Fish Jan 2 Saturday Dawn No gasoline $2.25 
Aug 14 Sunset motors 
Permits Issued and Revenue Received 
Number Number of Number Revenue 
Participants Use Days Harvest 
Deer 180 15 65 $1,790 
Quail 20 8 28 100 
Turkey 16 7 9 80 
Fish 350 34 -- 700 
-------
Totals 566 64 102 $2,670 
(Includes "gratis" permits issued) 
(No applicants for rabbit, squirrel, or dove) 
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Land Mana~ement 
Cropland at Niederhof not immediately needed for orchard expansion is 
utilized as set aside land with allotment payments through the ASCS. 
Jasper county receives 25% of other revenue generated at this facility. 
Insect and Disease Section 
The Insect and Disease Section in cooperation with the State 
Plant Industry and the U. S. Forest Service maintains a 
detect, evaluate, and suppress forest pests. Through 
agreements, these agencies make their technical assistance 





The current forest pest detection and reporting system involves the 
reporting by field foresters of forest pests that are causing abnormal 
losses, require control action, or which may present new problems. 
Aerial surveys are made periodically for specific pests to determine 
occurrence and the need for suppression action. 
Major Insect Problems 
Southern Pine Beetle: 
The southern pine beetle outbreak which began in June 1985 was 
declared over in September. However, at that time there was still some 
southern pine beetle activity in Laurens, Oconee and Pickens counties. 
Subsequent surveys have shown that losses are beginning to increase 
in Abbeville, Anderson, Laurens, Greenville, Oconee and Pickens 
Counties. Although most beetle spots remain small the potential exists 
for another outbreak. Surveillance flights will be scheduled as needed. 
During Fiscal Year 87-88 losses to southern pine beetle were recorded at 
6,553 cords and 3,793,676 board feet of pine timber with a value of 
$574,994. (The majority of this loss occurred in early summer 1987 but a 
heat wave in August and September caused this to drop radically.) A 
major problem in future outbreaks will be salvaging beetle killed 
timber since almost all pulpwood shortwood yards in the piedmont were 
closed this year. These yards have traditionally processed the majority 
of salvaged timber damaged by southern pine beetle. 
Hardwood Defoliators: 
Defoliation of bottomland hardwoods by cankerworm and forest tent 







for evaluations or technical assistance with 
Gypsy moth egg mass surveys detected over 250 egg masses at one 
location in Surfside Beach. - This area was considered a spot infestation 
and was treated this spring by regulatory agencies. Three applications 
of the biological insecticide Bacillus thuringensis were made during 
April and May. Pheromone traps were installed and treatment efficacy 
will be evaluated during late summer. 
Major Disease Problems 
Oak Wilt: 
Oak wilt disease has been identified in Chesterfield, Kershaw, Lancaster, 
Lee, and Richland counties. It appears to be static and causing losses 
only to low value oaks. Since there is potential for loss of valuable trees, 
including shade trees, periodic surveys are made to evaluate the spread. 
A cooperative program with APHIS and Clemson to survey for oak wilt 
began during late June. An aerial survey will be made of the state for 
spots of dying oaks. These will be checked in the lab for the oak wilt 
fungus, Ceratocystis fagacearum. 
Dutch Elm Disease: 






Chesterfield, Edgefield, Fairfield, Greenville, Greenwood, 
Lancaster, Laurens, Lexington, Marlboro, Newberry, Oconee, 
Richland, Saluda, Spartanburg, and York counties. It is 
to gradually spread through the state because the primary 
spread, the smaller European elm bark beetle, occurs statewide. 
Cypress Canker: 
A new disease (in this area) was found causing cankers on Leyland 
cypress trees used for cutting banks at Creech Seed Orchard. This 
disease, caused by S e iridium sp., is capable of disfiguring or killing 
Leyland cypress and several other Christmas tree species. 
Consequently, precautionary measures were taken to eliminate all 
contaminated cuttings and cutting stock at Creech Seed Orchard. A new 
crop of Leylands was rooted .this Spring which came only from non-
infected trees. These will be available for distribution this Fall. 
Mycorrhizal Inoculation: 
A project was undertaken at Creech Seed Orchard this Spring to 
inoculate containerized seedlings · with the mycorrhizal . fungus 
Pisolithus tinctorius. One batch of 1,000 was inoculated using vegetative 
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mycellium provided by the U. S. Forest Service. Two other groups of 
seedlings were inoculated with different rates of spores of the same 
fungus. These will be evaluated for percent mycorrhizae and 
outplanted to determine the degree of survival and growth 
improvement added by the fungus. If the spore inoculation technique 
proves successful we will consider making this an operational 
treatment. 
Inte~rated Pest Mana~ement 
The Forestry Commission, Clemson University, and the U. S. Forest 
Service began an integrated pest management demonstration project in 
South Carolina in 1982. During the first ' phase of this project, the 
Commission acquired a portable sawmill. The mill is being used to 
demonstrate the feasibility of salvaging timber from small southern 
pine beetle spots by sawing the infested wood into lumber at the site of 
the beetle infestation. The mill was leased by eleven landowners and 
used to cut 14,200 board feet of pine timber. 
Miscellaneous Insect and Disease Checks 
Commission foresters made approximately 1,161 field checks of insect 
and disease problems and made recommendations for prevention and 
control. Other inquiries were handled by telephone, mail, and personal 
contact. 
Insect and Disease Laboratory 
During fiscal year 1987-88, the Insect and Disease Laboratory processed 
119 samples. These were submitted for analysis by Commission 
employees and private individuals. Recommendations for control of 
various pests identified were given where needed. Equipment 
purchases for the lab have enabled us to return federal property which 
was previously being used. The lab is now equipped with 100% state 
property and gives the capability to analyze any forest insect or disease 
problems as well as problems caused by nematodes and other major loss 
agents. 
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Forest Fire Protection Section 
The South Carolina Forestry Commission is charged by state law with the 
responsibility of protecting all state and privately owned woodland from 
wildfire. At present, there are 12,558,258 acres of woodland and 
adjoining non-forest lands under Forestry Commission protection. 
Approximately 10% of this total area is non-forest land. The U.S. Forest 
Service protects 576,518 acres of National Forest and 336,746 acres of 
woodland are owned and protected by other federal agencies. 
A formal agreement between the South Carolina Forestry Commission 
and the U. S. Forest Service provides for mutual aid in regard to fire 
detection and suppression along National Forest boundaries. A similar 
cooperative agreement was signed this year with the U.S. Corps of 
Engineers for lands belonging to the Corps in the Savannah River 
Basin. 
Southeastern States Forest Fire Compact Commission 
The 1954 General Assembly passed legislation enabling South Carolina to 
join with nine (9) other southeastern states to form a Forest Fire 
Compact Commission. Other states belonging to the commission are: 
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. The membership of each local 
state Commission is composed of a Compact Administrator (the State 
Forester), and a four-member Advisory Committee. The Compact 
Administrator and Advisory Committee for South Carolina are: Leonard 
A. Kilian, Jr., State Forester; Representative Marion P. Carnell, Ware 
Shoals; Mr. Archer Smith, Eastover; Senator William Doar, Georgetown; 
and Mr. Laverne Fenters, Garden City. 
The thirty-fourth annual meeting of the Southeastern States Forest Fire 
Compact Commission (SSFFCC) was held on May 16, 1988 at Galveston, 
Texas. Committee reports and activities during the year were discussed. 
Directives for the coming year were given to several working 
committees. 
Emeq:ency Preparedness 
The South Carolina Forestry Commission maintains contact with the 
South Carolina Emergency Preparedness Agency and cooperates closely 
with them on matters concerning all emergencies and natural disasters . 
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Rural Fire Protection 
Fire Protection - Title IV 
The Rural Development Act of 1972, Title IV (Public Law 92-419), as 
amended, authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to develop a Rural 
Community Fire Protection Program. This program applies to rural 
communities throughout the country and is established to provide 
financial and technical assistance for organizing, training, and 
equipping local fire fighting forces in communities under 10,000 
population. Qualifying fire departments have been able to apply for 
funds under this program on a 50/50 matching basis. Funds may be 
utilized for equipment such as fire hose, protective clothing, 
communications equipment, and breathing apparatus. Funding for the 
1987-88 fiscal year was set at $44,600 and provided assistance to 64 
departments. 
Excess Federal Equipment 
Excess federal equipment, loaned to the Forestry Commission by the U. S. 
Forest Service, is provided to qualifying rural fire departments for 
conversion to useful pieces of fire fighting equipment. The department 
receiving this equipment agrees to paint, maintain, and insure it and to 
respond to calls from the Forestry Commission. All equipment is 
returned to the Forestry Commission when no longer needed by the 
department. 
Since the Cooperative Rural Fire Program began in January of 1976, 400 
vehicles, water tanks and miscellaneous equipment have been loaned 
to 257 rural fire departments throughout the state. At present 193 
departments have in use 293 pieces of excess equipment. During the 
fiscal year, 17 pieces of equipment were issued to qualifying fire 
departments. 
Weather 
Fire Weather & Smoke Management Forecast 
Regular and special fire weather and smoke management forecasts are 
available to the Forestry Commission, other agencies, and the public 
through the National Weather Service. 
Throughout the fire season, fire weather and smoke management 
forecasts are received twice daily by the Forestry Commission and 
relayed to all field offices and fire towers as well as other forestry 
interests. Special forecasts are available upon request for areas with 
large fires and during periods of extreme fire danger. During the 
summer months, when there is less danger of wildfire, smoke 
management forecasts are given twice daily. 
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Weather Stations 
A fire weather station is located in each district. The information from 
these stations is used in the National Fire Danger Rating System. This 
information is furnished daily to all fire control personnel. These 
weather stations also provide special information for the Fire Weather 
Forecaster. 
Precipitation 
Precipitation in South Carolina during 1987-88 averaged 40.61 inches as 
recorded by NOAA and the South Carolina State Climatology Office. This 
was 7.71 inches below the State's normal annual rainfall of 48.32 inches. 
Average Precipitation by Months 
Departure 
Rainfall Normal from Normal 
Month (Inches) (Inches) (Inches) 
July 1987 3.48 5.90 -2.42 
August 1987 6.85 5.18 +1. 67 
September 1987 7.69 4.37 +3.32 
October 1987 .64 2.88 -2.24 
November 1987 3.67 2.65 +1.02 
December 1987 2.56 3.49 -0.93 
January 1988 3.59 3.53 -0.06 
February 1988 2.06 3.78 -1.72 
March 1988 2. 48 4.84 -2.36 
April 1988 3.21 3.56 -0.35 
May 1988 1. 97 3.55 -1.58 
June 1988 -2.....ll_ i....5.:L -.2.....la 
Total 40.61 48.32 -7.71 




1983-84 ............... 51.70 
1984-85 ............... 38.47 
1985-86 ............... 43.32 
1986-87 •.•............ 56.06 
1987-88 ............... 40.61 












Initiated in the fall of 1982, the Commission's Readiness Plan System 
considers the influence of weather and fuel conditions on fire behavior 
(NFDRS indices), the chance of a fire starting, and the capability of the 
Fire Control Organization at any given time. Readiness plans give 
guidance in work planning and fire control activities. This allows the 
Commission to perform all of its many functions while at the same time 
meet its fire control responsibilities. Readiness Plans are on a scale of 
1-7 with 1 being the lowest state of readiness and 7 the highest. 
Readiness Days 1987-88 
Number of Readiness 1 Days 70 
Number of Readiness 2 Days 158 
Number of Readiness 3 Days 98 
Number of Readiness 4 Days 37 
Number of Readiness 5 Days 3 
Number of Readiness 6 Days 0 
Number of Readiness 7 Days 0 
Smoke Management 
In the spring of 1980, Voluntary Smoke Management Guidelines for 
Forestry Prescribed Burning Operations were adopted. This statewide 
program was developed by a committee of the S. C. Forestry Association 
in cooperation with the S. C. Forestry Commission. 
In 1985, a memorandum of understanding with the S.C. Dept. of Health 
and Environmental Control gave the S.C. Forestry Commission 
responsibility for smoke management related to forestry, wildlife, and 
agricultural burning operations. 
The objective of the program is to minimize particulate concentrations 
of smoke in smoke sensitive areas resulting from prescribed burning 
operations by defining volumes of vegetative debris that may be burned 
and those days on which burning is permissible. 
During this eighth year of the program 2,154 prescribed burns on 
253,722 acres were carried out under the Smoke Management Guidelines. 
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Le&al Fires 
Legal fires are forest fires which are authorized by the landowner, 
started by him or his authorized agent and bum entirely upon his land. 
Individual landowners reported 3,675 fires that burned an estimated 
471,596 acres for various purposes during 1987-88. 
SUM1ARY OF LEGAL FIRES 
Hazard Reduction Wildlife Site 
llard!.ood Control Inprcroarent Preparaticn lbtal 
District No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres 
carrden 114 22,717 33 7,778 78 5,418 225 35,913 
Florence 222 17,665 13 898 66 4,380 301 22,943 
Ki~XJstree 851 98,722 201 51,152 212 16,161 1, 264 166,035 
Newberry 91 8,354 55 7,473 256 21,176 402 37,003 
Orangeburg 90 12,751 - - 126 9,218 216 21,969 
~ 2 35 - - 17 1,819 19 1,854 
walterboro 933 86,252 177 87,350 138 12,277 1, 248 185,879 
Tim\L 2,303 246,496 479 154,651 893 70,449 3, 675 471, 596 
Law Enforcement 
Law Enforcement Officers 
The Forestry Commission has 75 Forest Law Enforcement Officers. They 
are commissioned by the Forestry Commission under statute authority of 
the 1982 General Assembly. Forest Law Enforcement Officers have 
statewide jurisdiction for the enforcement of Forestry Laws of the State 
and duly enacted regulations of the Forestry Commission. All Forest Law 
Enforcement Officers are given Basic Law Enforcement Training by the 
Criminal Justice Academy. Additional training in Forest Fire 
Investigation is provided by the Forestry Commission. In-service 
training is given annually to keep officers up-to-date on changes that 
occur and to maintain proficiency in Law Enforcement skills. All Forest 
Fire Suppression personnel are trained in preliminary Forest Fire 
Investigation. In carrying out its Forest Law Enforcement 
responsibilities, the Forestry Commission works closely with other State 



















ABBEVILLE 1 1 1 1 
AIKEN 4 4 1 1 5 5 
ALLENDALE 1 1 1 1 2 2 
ANDERSON 
BAMBERG 
BARNWELL 2 2 2 2 
BEAUFORT 
BERKELEY 3 3 2 2 5 5 
CALHOUN 
CHARLESTON 2 2 2 2 
CHEROKEE 1 1 1 1 
CHESTER 1 1 1 1 
CHESTERFIELD 
CLARENDON 2 1 2 2 4 3 
COLLE TON 1 2 4 
DARLINGTON 
DILLON 
DORCHESTER 1 1 1 1 
EDGEFIELD 
FAIRFIELD 1 1 2 2 3 3 
FLORENCE 
GEORGETOWN 5 4 2 1 2 2 9 7 
GREENVILLE 
GREENWOOD 
HAMPTON 1 1 1 1 
HORRY 1 1 1 1 
JASPER 1 1 3 3 4 4 
KERSHAW 3 3 3 3 
LANCASTER 
LAURENS 2 2 2 2 
LEE 




NEWBERRY 1 1 1 1 
OCONEE 
ORANGEBURG 3 3 4 4 7 7 
PICKENS 11 11 11 11 
RICHLAND 
SALUDA 1 1 1 1 
SPARTANBURG 1 1 1 2 1 
SUMTER 2 2 2 2 
UNION 
WILLIAMSBURG 
YORK 2 2 2 2 
MANCHESTER 1 1 1 1 3 3 5 5 
SAND HILLS 9 3 9 3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STATE TOTALS 46 43 7 4 2 0 35 35 0 0 12 6 1 0 103 88 
-
Burnin~ Notification Law 
Enacted in 1969, the statewide Burning Notification Law requires that a 
representative of the Forestry Commission be notified before a fire is 
started in any woodlands, brushlands, grasslands, ditchbanks, or 
hedgerows or in any debris, leaves or other flammable material 
adjacent thereto. The Law also requires that a person clear around the 
area to be burned, have equipment and personnel on hand to contain it 
and carefully supervise the bum. The State Forester may direct that 
fires covered under the Notification Law not be started when deemed 
necessary in the interest of public safety. 
Burning Notification Summary 
Number Number 
Notifications Fires 
County Received Escaped 
Abbeville 647 13 
Aiken 5,286 21 
Allendale 611 9 
Anderson 1,321 3 
Bamberg 758 29 
Barnwell 1, 847 26 
Beaufort 1,458 4 
Berkeley 1, 743 2 
Calhoun 407 2 
Charleston 1,568 4 
Cherokee 606 0 
Chester 427 9 
Chesterfield 1, 713 10 
Clarendon 1,599 19 
Collet on 3,752 15 
Darlington 380 8 
Dillon 503 5 
Dorchester 939 11 
Edgefield 364 6 
Fairfield 1,569 26 
Florence 667 0 
Georgetown 2,347 26 
Greenville 3, 946 4 
Greenwood 1,420 12 
Hampton 2,007 16 
Horry 1,141 4 
Jasper 1,282 8 
Kershaw 2,463 4 
Lancaster 582 4 
Laurens 800 5 
Lee 269 5 
Lexington 4,739 35 
McCormick 124 5 
Marion 486 0 
Marlboro 552 10 
Newberry 752 6 
Oconee 1,962 3 
Orangeburg 744 11 
Pickens 1,072 2 
Richland 2,178 2 
Saluda 344 4 
Spartanburg 1,397 0 
Sumter 1,358 31 
Union 107 2 
Williamsburg 1,376 1 
York 3,009 13 




Basic forest fire detection is accomplished by an interlocking network 
of 129 forest fire lookout towers. These towers are strategically located 
so each tower's normal range of visibility overlaps with adjoining 
towers. With overlapping coverage, smokes can be observed, located, 
and checked out. 
Aerial Detection 
Forestry Commission fixed wing aircraft are used to separate legal 
burning from wildfires, to help ground crews find the best path to a 
fire, to warn of danger, aid in fire suppression, and other Fire Control 
uses. 
During 1988 fiscal year, The Commission operated nine fixed winged 
aircraft obtained from federal excess property These were flown a total 
of 1523.4 hours. Contract aircraft were utilized for 45.6 hours during 





















SUM\R'f OF DETECITOO AIR:RAIT USE - H<lJRS 
cardan Florence Kirqstree 
District District District 
11.3 8.4 26.2 
15.3 6.4 10.4 
10.6 4.3 3.9 
21.2 9.1 3.0 
15.8 17.3 5.9 
21.3 10.0 5.9 
3.4 3.4 4.1 
16.3 29.0 38.2 
46.9 37 .o 53.4 
22.8 37.8 22.3 
4.0 2.1 6.0 
11 . 7 38.1 18.0 
200.6 202.9 197.3 
0 21.5 14.9 
200.6 224.4 212.2 
Newberry Orangeburg ~g Wliterboro 
District District District District 
36.8 12.1 3. 7 0.0 
51.4 3.7 3.1 7.2 
14.6 0.0 4.3 6.9 
39.6 2.0 4.8 16.4 
21.6 16.9 36.1 16.5 
8.4 3.2 3.4 10. 7 
12.0 3.2 4.3 4.4 
55.2 31.4 12.1 33.2 
101.6 61.7 38.4 69.2 
22.0 39.5 17.5 16.8 
10.4 3.0 3.3 4.3 
31.6 0.0 10.8 13.3 
405.2 176.7 141.8 198.9 
0 9.2 0 0 



















Aerial Retardant Delivery 
Air Tanker Program 
The primary purpose of air tankers is to aid ground crews in the initial 
attack of wildfires. They are also used in areas of difficult terrain such 
as coastal swamps/bays and steep mountain slopes where the use of 
ground equipment is limited. Air tankers cannot replace ground 
equipment, but because of their capability to respond wherever needed 
quickly, they can keep a fire from spreading until ground crews arrive 
to effect complete control. 
The Forestry Commission has used air tankers for retardant delivery on 
wildfires for the past nine years. In these years, tankers were 
contracted for the time of peak fire occurrence in February, March and 
April. 
Two aerial tankers were used for the spring 1988 fire season. Tanker 39, 
a Lockheed PV-2, was stationed at Walterboro February 17 through April 
1, 1988. Tanker 56, a B-26, was stationed at Kingstree March 1 through 
April 8, 1988. Satellite bases were set up at Florence, Camden, and 
Barnwell. A mobile base was located at Spartanburg. These two tankers 
flew 31 hours and 44 minutes and dropped 49,000 gallons of retardant in 
49 drops on 40 separate fires~ 
Helicopter Delivery Program 
Two helicopters were operational for the year. The helicopters were 
obtained from the Federal Excess Property Program and are used in fire 
suppression by dropping water on forest fires, in fire danger reduction 
burning and other fire control operations. During the 1988 Fiscal Year, 
the Commission helicopters flew 164.8 hours while completing 297 water 
drops on nine forest fires. During the same period, the helicopters 
completed 8644 acres of fire danger reduction burning. The helicopters 
have greatly improved our fire control efforts. 
Marine Corps Air Station 
In December 1986 the Forestry Commission and the Commanding Officer, 
Marine Corps Air Station, Beaufort entered into an agreement under 
which the Air Station can provide helicopter delivery of aerial 
retardants on forest fires. In February 1987, training was given to Air 
Station and Rural Fire Department personnel in fire behavior, fire 
tactics, communications, and retardant drops. Station helicopters were 
not called upon in 1987-88, but they will be a valuable resource in the 
years ahead. 
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fire losses were slightly above average for the 1987-88 fire 
Greatest losses occurred during February, March and April with 
being the worst month with 2,288 fires burning 13,455 acres. 
normal rainfall was received for nine months out of the twelve 
period. Rainfall for the fiscal year ended up being 7. 71 inches 
normal. 
For the year as a whole, 8,466 fires burned 42,614 acres. Orangeburg 
County had the most acres burned (3,543 acres). Counties where over 
2,000 acres burned in addition to Orangeburg were Aiken, Clarendon, 
Florence, and Jasper. Fire occurrence was above 300 fires each in the 
counties of Aiken, Berkeley, Clarendon, Colleton, Florence, Lexington, 
Orangeburg, Sumter and Williamsburg. 
Forty-five (45) percent of all fires were caused by incendiarists . Debris 
burning was a second with twenty-nine (29) percent of all fires 
originating from such activity. 
In summary, the fire losses for the year were above normal; however, a 
good fire suppression job was done in keeping the losses this low during 
a year when the rainfall deficit was nearly eight inches below normal. 
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COUNTY FIRE PERSONNEL & VOLUNTEERS 
Forestry Commission Personnel 
Tower Volunteer 
Rangers Wardens Operators Totals Personnel 
Abbeville 1 3 1 5 410 
Aiken 1 5 4 10 1089 
Allendale 1 3 3 7 36 
Anderson 1 3 2 6 424 
Bamberg 1 3 2 6 183 
Barnwell 1 3 2 6 332 
Beaufort 1 5 2 8 432 
Berkeley 1 7 4 12 494 
Calhoun 1 3 2 6 164 
Charleston 1 5 2 8 427 
Cherokee 1 2 1 4 848 
Chester 1 2 1 4 272 
Chesterfield 1 4 4 9 680 
Clarendon 1 5 3 9 271 
Colleton 1 7 3 11 192 
Darlington 1 3 3 7 350 
Dillon 1 3 2 6 154 
Dorchester 1 6 3 10 149 
Edgefield 1 2 1 4 198 
Fairfield 1 3 3 7 444 
Florence 1 5 4 10 508 
Georgetown 1 5 4 10 444 
Greenville 1 3 4 8 660 
Greenwood 1 3 2 6 859 ,. Hampton 1 4 3 8 108 
Horry 1 8 4 13 333 
Jasper 1 6 2 9 280 
Kershaw 1 6 6 13 25 
Lancaster 1 4 2 7 281 
Laurens 1 3 2 6 160 
Lee 1 3 2 6 170 
Lexington 1 5 4 10 2265 
Marion 1 4 3 8 47 
Marlboro 1 4 3 8 226 
McCormick 1 2 2 5 178 
Newberry 1 3 2 6 300 
Oconee 1 2 2 5 206 
Orangeburg 1 7 5 13 267 
Pickens 1 4 3 8 242 
Richland 1 6 4 11 480 
Saluda 1 2 1 4 161 
Spartanburg 1 4 2 7 618 
Sumter 1 4 3 8 319 
Union 1 3 1 5 337 
Williamsburg 1 7 4 12 225 
York 1 3 3 8 473 
Total 46 187 125 358 17,721 
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s:xJI'H CAROLINI'. FOOES'IRY CXM1J:SSIOO 
FOOEsr IJ\ND FIRES BY CCXJNIY AID C!\!JSE Fis:AL YEAR 88 
DEBRIS EQUIFMNr 
LIGHINING c::!M'FIRE ~ BURNING INCENJIARY USE RAilROAD CHILDREN MISC. TOTAL 
CXXNIY NJ. ACRES NJ. JICRES NJ. ACRES NJ. ACRES NJ. ACRES NJ. ACRES NJ. ACRES NJ. JICRES NJ. JICRES NJ. ACRES 
ABBEVILLE 3 23.1 1 10.0 4 6.3 23 74.7 33 152.5 2 20.0 10 179.0 3 2.3 5 84.2 84 552.1 
AIKEN 30 323.6 2 32.8 7 21.8 71 562.3 93 407.0 13 29.7 2 3.0 25 45.9 24 51.9 267 1478.0 
ALUWALE 2 2.5 1 .1 5 2.9 32 141.8 12 106.0 4 21.8 1 1.5 2 9.0 3 .6 62 286.2 
1\NDERSCN 4 3.5 35 147.2 27 40.2 11 17.4 5 5.3 11 31.1 12 31.7 105 276.4 
81\MlERG 6 39.8 1 2.0 58 172.8 39 224.2 3 27.7 6 6.9 113 473.4 
~ 6 22.1 8 3.4 30 169.5 21 179.8 6 5.3 8 125.3 3 4.0 82 509.4 
BEl\IJFORl' 2 11.0 27 220.6 57 299.2 1 1.0 5 8.9 2 7.5 94 548.2 
BERKELEY 1 20.0 61 131.6 406 1206.3 6 6.6 19 58.8 493 1423.3 
CAIRaJN 1 25.0 7 48.1 49 114.9 4 80.0 5 2.5 2 .6 1 2.0 4 3. 7 73 276.8 
CHI\RIESTOO 1 45.2 16 83.6 123 660.5 1 1.0 141 790.3 
CJlEI1(l{EE 3 2.1 1 2.0 7 4.8 12 27.6 34 122.1 1 3.0 2 3.0 10 10.6 4 27.5 74 202.7 
CHESl'ER 3 .7 1 .5 2 48.0 12 20.0 12 33.7 5 11.4 6 12.2 3 3. 7 44 130.2 
CHESl'ERFIELD 11 147.1 1 .3 24 151.5 49 120.4 34 72.9 12 27.1 27 190.4 6 25.1 16 28.3 180 763.1 
CU\RENDON 1 1.0 1 1.0 68 441.2 238 1480.8 3 81.1 1 2.0 1 .1 313 2007.2 
COI.LE'I'<N 1 10.0 45 194.8 234 1203.8 10 8.0 1 3.0 6 18.3 297 1437.9 
DIIRI..ING'I'OO 1 .5 71 241.3 46 251.3 11 3.6 4 35.0 7 12.5 3 2. 7 143 546.9 
DILLCN 2 .2 3 1.3 36 434.3 33 54.0 4 8.4 4 2.5 5 14.2 87 514.9 
DOR:HEsrER 3 66.0 1 2.0 63 323.0 186 1152.7 2 3.5 2 2.0 8 14.3 265 1563.5 
EDGEFIELD 1 7.2 14 147.3 25 86.6 3 65.7 2 2.0 9 50.0 54 358.8 
FAIRFIELD 16 103.5 1 .2 7 13.9 27 167.8 43 57.6 10 7.5 1 .4 2 1.1 6 14.2 113 366.2 
F'I.CRI'N:E 1 .2 1 2.0 4 7. 7 59 96.6 179 1852.1 2 1.1 2 .4 9 10.5 8 8.9 265 1979.5 
GEOIG:~ 2 27.0 56 509.0 171 826.2 12 28.1 7 7.1 4 1.3 252 1398.7 
~LLE 5 36.5 2 227.0 9 16.0 20 70.0 12 86.5 11 464.0 12 56.4 3 6.0 74 962.4 
GREEN'KXX) 8 42.9 1 .2 29 94.5 49 131.7 3 1.3 29 50.5 13 48.2 27 26.4 21 17.9 180 413.6 
HIM'TON 6 8.8 1 10.0 3 6.6 59 244.6 77 302.1 4 7.0 4 3.5 5 15.2 159 597.8 
IDRRY 1 8.0 1 1.0 2 2.0 69 298.6 95 734.3 5 4.1 12 16.4 4 8.6 189 1073.0 
~ER 2 162.0 1 .1 45 256.2 234 1634.3 1 1.0 1 .1 6 12.0 290 2065.7 
KERSHAW 11 170.2 7 27.6 57 69.3 34 38.3 6 8.3 5 19.1 12 11.8 5 18.8 137 363.4 
IAN:I\S'IER 1 20.0 5 9.3 24 59.8 8 49.0 4 9.1 5 4.5 8 8.8 1 11.0 56 171.5 
lAURENS 4 73.2 3 10.0 23 109.2 16 45.5 20 79.5 4 20.3 13 75.7 3 3.0 12 64.7 98 481.1 
IEE 1 5.0 1 20.0 33 339.8 47 633.0 2 10.0 6 137.5 90 1145.3 
IEXING'J.1:N 20 130.4 6 12.1 150 218.8 107 139.2 20 34.5 20 24.4 39 28.9 41 126.3 403 714.6 
M\RICN 1 42.5 8 22.4 13 143.7 11 31.9 4 .9 3 1.2 6 8.4 46 251.0 
M\RLOORJ 1 .1 16 83.1 54 370.4 24 141.9 5 20.3 7 16.2 4 6.4 1 .3 112 638.7 
M:COR1ICK 5 6.6 1 4.0 13 18.7 20 276.4 8 2.7 1 1.5 9 435.3 3 1.3 11 14.6 71 761.1 
NEWBERRI' 11 49.0 9 17.5 21 30.3 13 7.4 2 1.3 3 .8 4 3.0 63 109.3 
OCCNEE 4 112.1 5 16.0 13 28.6 20 109.9 2 3.0 1 .5 2 1.2 8 30.7 55 302.0 
001\NGEIURG 6 105.2 3 2.5 22 32.6 176 1098.8 178 1377.0 10 62.3 8 23.1 25 37.2 428 2738.7 
PICKENS 1 1.0 7 14.1 33 54.5 4 11.5 9 24.4 2 1.4 7 10.6 11 49.6 74 167.1 
RIQill\llll 1 15.0 2 4.0 12 28.2 39 84.3 51 475.7 5 12.9 1 1.0 29 128.8 30 311.0 170 1060.9 
SI\Ili)I\ 3 35.2 1 3.0 7 8.3 16 56.5 1 5.0 7 11.2 2 5.0 13 36.1 50 160.3 
SPARrl\NBUR; 13 121.1 21 53.7 8 64.0 3 4.0 1 5.0 5 8.0 6 7.5 57 263.3 
stMI'ER 1 16.0 6 32.0 48 203.8 80 761.7 15 30.2 7 24.5 14 356.5 171 1424.7 
lNICN 2 5.1 1 1.0 11 30.7 6 165.7 5 36.3 1 1.0 7 182.5 3 5.2 36 427.5 
WILLIAMSBlR:: 3 25.1 1 7.0 81 265.0 305 694.4 10 30.3 6 2.9 2 1.1 1 25.0 409 1050.8 
YORK 4 17.2 1 4.0 5 9.6 21 39.3 4 11.0 6 11.2 1 5.0 10 7.1 7 12.8 59 117.2 
TOTAL 197 1957.2 33 332.4 350 1341.3 2001 8979.9 3348 17926.3 295 1125.1 149 1243.4 320 707.7 385 1731.4 7078 35344.7 
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9:XJlll CAROLINI\ FORES'ffiY <Xl+IISSICN 
TOTAL ALL !.AN) FIRES BY CCXNIY AN:l CAUSE FISCAL YEAR 88 
DEBRIS EQUIFM:Nr 
LIGH'ININS CAMPFIRE s-DKIN:i BURNING INCENDIARY USE RAilROAD CHILDREN MISC. TOTAL 
CXJUNIY NO. ACRES 1'0. ACRES NO. 1\CRES NO. ACRES 1'0. ACRES NO. 1\CRES NO. ACRES 1'0. ACRES NO. 1\CRES NO. 1\CRES 
ABBEVILLE 3 23.1 1 10.0 5 9.3 35 107.9 33 188.5 8 28.4 21 207.6 3 2.3 8 85.5 117 662.6 
AIKEN 31 335.6 2 47.8 10 38.3 83 852.2 108 514.1 18 92.9 3 3.1 25 50.7 31 82.7 311 2017.4 
ALLENlAIE 2 2.5 1 .1 9 5.2 39 154.7 16 116.2 9 22.5 7 3.9 2 15.0 3 .6 88 320.7 
ANDERSJN 5 8.5 40 229.7 29 56.7 11 53.9 5 12.3 11 53.6 12 34.2 113 448.9 
lli\MBER:; 6 39.8 3 2.3 66 189.3 51 286.2 4 30.7 3 15.2 6 6.9 139 570.4 
~ 8 25.8 11 16.8 46 357.0 24 189.1 14 11.3 15 134.7 7 22.0 125 756.7 
BEAUFCRT 2 11.0 1 .1 34 280.4 84 473.2 2 8.0 6 30.4 3 8.5 132 811.6 
BERKELEY 1 20.0 71 167.0 431 1254.3 9 8.2 21 67.3 533 1516.8 
CAI.fnN 1 25.0 12 72.7 57 140.0 8 97.2 10 6.2 2 .6 2 7.5 5 6.2 97 355.4 
CHARLESION 1 66.2 27 100.4 146 753.5 1 1.0 175 921.1 
CHERJKEE 3 2.1 1 2.0 10 7.0 43 96.0 71 164.8 5 5.3 7 7.4 16 13.1 10 73.5 166 371.2 
CHESI'ER 3 .7 1 .5 2 48.0 14 23.0 14 33.9 13 40.8 5 4.4 7 12.5 3 3.7 62 167.5 
CHESI'ERFIELD 11 147.1 1 .3 33 222.9 66 216.0 37 108.9 14 41.4 42 198.7 7 29.6 21 48.1 232 1013.0 
CIARENXN 1 1.0 1 1.0 92 545.8 317 1677.7 '6 101.2 1 2.0 3 4.1 1 2.0 422 2334.8 
COLLE TeN 2 10.4 2 1.2 68 268.8 288 1454.7 13 24.8 2 3.1 6 33.3 381 1796.3 
DMLIN:;TCN 2 2.5 84 309.2 52 273.4 17 9.8 4 42.0 10 18.5 6 8.2 175 663.6 
DILLeN 2 .2 6 8.1 38 444.1 42 69.2 7 9.2 6 5.6 13 30.7 114 567.1 
OORCHESTER 4 66.3 2 2.2 66 405.7 209 1262.6 6 9.6 2 2.0 11 16.0 300 1764.4 
EDGEFIELD 1 20.0 17 150.0 37 139.5 4 80.8 3 8.0 11 50.2 73 448.5 
FAIRFIELD 18 105.6 1 .2 16 26.6 34 198.2 45 61.2 16 14.4 3 .7 4 3.3 8 15.6 145 425.8 
FLORENCE 1 .2 1 2.0 4 8.2 65 121.1 196 2112.2 3 18.1 2 .4 9 10.5 9 13.9 290 2286.6 
GEOR;E'I'CWN 2 46.0 1 .1 59 513.5 175 836.3 12 28.1 7 7.1 4 1.3 260 1432.4 
GREENVILLE 5 37.5 2 227.0 12 34.7 30 133.0 13 90.5 12 502 .6 13 77.4 3 6.0 90 1108.7 
GREEN\1JCD 9 44.3 1 .2 31 116.9 58 187.4 3 1.3 33 52.2 15 48.7 31 28.6 25 20.5 206 500.1 
HI\MPTCN 6 8.8 1 10.0 3 16.6 70 282.3 95 394.6 4 7.0 5 6.7 6 15.7 190 741.7 
!lORRY 1 8.0 1· 1.0 3 7.0 70 351.1 95 740.3 5 4.1 12 21.4 4 14.8 191 1147.7 
JASPER 3 170.0 1 .1 5 4.8 53 280.2 256 1816.6 2 3.0 3 .7 7 14.5 1 .1 331 2290.0 
KERS!li\W 11 170.2 8 27.8 76 126.6 42 56.8 11 14.8 8 44.3 17 16.8 7 28.0 180 485.3 
I1IN:I\SI'ER 1 20.0 6 9.8 28 64.5 9 50.0 4 9.1 5 4.5 9 25.8 1 11.0 63 194.7 
LAURENS 5 73.3 3 10.0 35 140.0 28 117.1 20 108 .5 6 25.2 15 76.6 6 21.0 17 78.5 135 650.2 
LEE 1 5.0 1 20.0 43 427.8 50 683.3 2 10.0 7 139.0 104 1285.1 
LEXINmN 21 130.9 10 16.7 172 265.4 115 145.4 21 48.5 20 24.4 41 29.1 49 160.4 449 820.8 
w.RICN 1 42.5 11 23.2 20 165.6 14 41.4 10 1.6 3 1.2 6 10.4 65 285.9 
w.RiroRO 1 .1 20 146 .4 58 426.9 29 404.4 5 52.3 7 16.2 7 7.2 1 .3 128 1053.8 
MXa:MICK 5 7.1 1 4.0 13 19.2 23 348.6 8 2.7 1 14.0 12 435.9 4 1.4 16 20.5 83 853.4 
NEWBERRY 11 49.0 9 17.5 25 73.6 1 .1 17 13.9 2 1.3 4 3.8 4 3.0 73 162.2 
OCCNEE 4 112.1 7 20.0 17 32.3 21 112.4 4 17.0 1 .5 2 1.2 11 31.4 67 326.9 
ffiAN:iEBURG 6 111.7 3 2.5 31 66.5 195 1450.1 195 1730.7 12 90.6 9 28.1 29 63.1 480 3543.3 
PICKENS 1 1.0 7 16 .1 35 62.8 7 12.8 13 35.5 2 1.4 7 10.8 12 51.0 84 191.4 
RIC!ill\ND 1 15.0 3 4.5 12 32.2 47 143.5 61 576.9 5 12.9 1 1.0 29 128.8 32 313.0 191 1227.8 
= 4 35.3 1 3;o 7 8.3 26 110.7 2 5.2 11 62.4 3 6.0 17 40.2 71 271.1 
SPARrANRJRG 15 125.1 35 111.3 13 109.6 6 35.0 1 5.0 7 16.0 7 9.0 84 411.0 
&MI'ER 1 16.0 7 72.5 58 308.5 91 847.0 15 40.2 8 36.3 14 376.5 194 1697.0 
lNICN 3 6.1 1 1.0 21 48.9 14 179.2 5 36.3 1 1.0 9 184.5 5 5.9 2 3.0 61 465.9 
WILLIJ\MSillJR:; 3 25.1 1 7.0 81 266.0 307 749.6 10 31.3 6 2.9 2 1.1 2 25.1 412 1108.1 
YORK 5 17.3 1 4.0 6 9.7 33 49.0 4 11.0 10 21.4 1 5.0 11 7.7 13 14.1 84 139.2 
TOTAL 211 2034.9 37 365.9 465 1851.9 2448 11650.0 3818 20789.3 413 1627.8 209 1328.8 380 920.5 485 2045.0 8466 42614.1 
scum CAROLINA Fcru:s,rnY CCM-IISSICN 
FOREsr l1\ND FIRES BY CXJlNIY AN:l . ClASS 
Fis::::AL YEAR 88 
ClASS A ClASS B ClASS c ClASS D ClASS E ClASS F ClASS G 'IUfAL 
NJ. J\CRES NJ. ACRES NJ. J\CRES t>ll. ACRES NJ. J\CRES NJ. ACRES NJ. ACRES NJ. J\CRES 
ABBEVILLE 18 2.3 49 109.8 17 440.0 84 552.1 
AIKEN 70 10.1 174 408.9 22 792.0 1 267.0 267 1478.0 
ALIEl'DALE 14 2.0 43 114.2 5 170.0 62 286.2 
1\NDERSCN 8 1.3 91 160.1 6 115.0 105 276.4 
BIM!ERG 23 3.9 81 159.5 9 310.0 113 473.4 
~LL 25 3.7 46 79.3 10 308.4 1 118.0 82 509.4 
BEAUFOR:r 5 .7 74 192.5 15 355.0 94 548.2 
BERKELEY 40 4.0 419 759.3 34 660.0 493 1423.3 
CAIHaJN 13 2.0 55 125.8 5 149.0 73 276.8 
OIARIEsrCN 6 .8 114 259.3 21 530.2 141 790.3 
OlEROI<EE 12 1.7 56 96.0 6 105.0 74 202.7 
OlFSIER 6 .8 35 63.4 3 66.0 44 130.2 
OlESIERFIELD 45 6.3 113 213.8 22 543.0 180 763.1 
CIARENDC:N 68 7.9 193 451.3 48 1008.0 4 540.0 313 2007.2 
COLLETCN 29 4.2 225 549.7 43 884.0 297 1437.9 
Ili\RLimi'CN 19 3.1 110 240.8 14 303.0 143 546.9 
DILLCN 24 2.9 60 132.0 2 30.0 1 350.0 87 514.9 
OOR:HEsrER 6 1.1 215 685.4 44 877.0 265 1563.5 
EDGEFIELD 9 1.1 37 94.7 8 263.0 54 358.8 
FAIRFIELD 25 3.6 76 109.6 12 253.0 113 366.2 
FiffiENCE 43 6.5 178 471.0 42 1102.0 1 100.0 1 300.0 265 1979.5 
GECilGE~ 62 8.3 162 346.4 25 611.0 3 433.0 252 1398.7 
GREENVILLE 2 .4 62 143.0 8 168.0 1 225.0 1 426.0 74 962.4 
GREEl®XD 52 9.5 119 220.1 9 184.0 180 413.6 
IW1?'IOO 23 3.1 119 260.7 17 334.0 159 597.8 
IDRRY 21 2.8 146 311.2 21 534.0 1 225.0 189 1073.0 
JI\SI?ER 26 4.3 208 536.4 54 1275.0 2 250.0 290 2065.7 
KERSHAw 44 6.3 87 167.1 5 80.0 1 110.0 137 363.4 
IAN:AS'IER 12 2.0 39 83.5 5 86.0 56 171.5 
lAURENS 5 1.0 81 226.4 12 253.7 98 481.1 
IEE 59 193.3 30 852.0 1 100.0 90 1145.3 
IEXIN;"IOO 149 19.7 240 365.9 14 329.0 403 714.6 
M\RICN 15 2.2 24 51.3 7 197.5 46 251.0 
M\RLOOR) 25 3.4 67 169.3 20 466.0 112 638.7 
MXXJR1ICK 17 2.2 49 86.9 2 60.0 3 612.0 71 761.1 
NEWBERRY 19 3.1 41 56.2 3 50.0 63 109.3 
OCCNEE 3 .5 43 86.5 9 215.0 55 302.0 
CW\Ia!JJRG 56 7.8 323 844.9 44 976.0 5 910.0 428 2738.7 
PICKENS 10 1.3 62 115.8 2 50.0 74 167.1 
RICEIAID 11 2.1 136 320.8 23 738.0 170 1060.9 
SllliJDI'. 15 2.2 31 58.1 4 100.0 so 160.3 
SI?ARTANBUR::: 2 .3 49 118.0 6 145.0 57 263.3 
&.MI'ER 4 .5 130 357.2 35 657.0 2 410.0 171 1424.7 
\NICN 4 .7 22 40.8 9 235.0 1 151.0 36 427.5 
WILLIAMSBURG 125 16.1 256 589.7 28 445.0 409 1050.8 
YORK 14 2.2 43 89.0 2 26.0 59 117.2 
TOTAL 1224 172.0 5042 11314.9 782 18330.8 27 4451.0 3 1076.0 7078 35344.7 
ClASS A <=. 25; ClASS B • 26-9. 9; ClASS C 1Q-99; ClASS D 10Q-299; ClASS E 30Q-999; ClASS F 100Q-4999; ClASS G > 5000 
SXJI'H CAROLINA F'ORES'l1<Y CXM1ISSIOO 
TOI'AL ALL l..AND FIRFS BY CCXNI'Y Al'll ClASS 
Fls:AL YEAR 88 
ClASS A ClASS B ClASS c ClASS D ClASS E ClASS F ClASS G TOI'AL 
r-KJ. 1\CRFS m. ACRES r-ll. l\CRES m. ACRFS r-KJ. l\CRES m. ACRFS r-KJ. ACRES r-KJ. 1\CRFS 
ABBEVILLE 23 3.0 73 140.6 21 519.0 117 662.6 
AIKEN 78 11.5 195 469.9 37 1119.0 1 417.0 311 2017.4 
ALlEN)A1E 26 3.7 55 127.0 7 190.0 88 320.7 
ANDERSeN 8 1.3 97 208.6 8 239.0 113 448.9 
81\M3ERG 28 4.7 99 216.7 12 349.0 139 570.4 
~LL 40 5.7 70 128.6 13 404.4 2 218.0 125 756.7 
BEAUFORr 7 1.0 104 309.6 21 501.0 132 811.6 
BERKELEY 47 4.7 450 827.1 36 685.0 533 1516.8 
CAIHCXJN 19 2.8 69 147.6 9 205.0 97 355.4 
QJARIESION 9 1.3 145 343.6 21 576.2 175 921.1 
CHEROKEE 30 4.4 128 172.2 8 194.6 166 371.2 
OiES'IER 11 1.5 47 85.0 4 81.0 62 167.5 
OiES'IERFIEID 63 8.7 142 318.3 26 558.0 1 128.0 232 1013.0 
CIARE::NCCt-1 117 12.8 246 598.0 55 1159.0 4 565.0 422 2334.8 
C:OLLE'I'CN 48 6.7 275 650.6 57 1039.0 1 100.0 381 1796.3 
DI\RL:m:;TON 24 3.8 135 299.8 16 360.0 175 663.6 
DIIJ.CN 34 4.2 76 169.9 3 43.0 1 350.0 114 567.1 
OOR:HESI'ER 13 2.2 234 725.2 53 1037.0 300 1764.4 
EDGEFIElD 17 1.9 46 125.6 10 321.0 73 448.5 
FAIRFIElD 39 5.9 94 137.9 12 282.0 145 425.8 
FI.a<EOCE 48 6.9 188 511.7 52 1368:o 1 100.0 1 300.0 290 2286.6 
GEOOGE'lrnN 64 8.5 168 356.9 25 634.0 3 433.0 260 1432.4 
rnEENJILLE 3 .6 72 162.1 13 295.0 1 225.0 1 426.0 90 1108.7 
GREE!'W:XJI) 65 12.0 131 252.1 10 236.0 206 500.1 
IW1?TCN 30 4.3 142 318.4 18 419.0 190 741.7 
OORRY 19 2.5 149 339.2 22 581.0 1 225.0 191 1147.7 
JASPER 38 5.9 231 618.1 60 1416.0 2 250.0 331 2290.0 
KERSHAW 56 8.6 115 232.7 8 134.0 1 110.0 180 485.3 
IAN:I\.S'ffiR 13 2.2 44 89.5 6 103.0 63 194.7 
lAURENS 9 1.5 107 276.0 19 372.7 135 650.2 
IEE 2 .3 63 186.8 37 888.0 2 210.0 104 1285.1 
IEXIN:ITCN 159 21.1 274 430.7 16 369.0 449 820.8 
M\RICN 23 3.1 33 65.3 9 217.5 65 285.9 
M\RIIDRJ 26 3.4 76 173.4 25 713.0 1 164.0 128 1053.8 
M:CO!MI:CK 25 3.1 51 94.3 4 144.0 3 612.0 83 853.4 
NEWBERRY 22 3.4 48 78.8 3 80.0 73 162.2 
<XXNEE 6 1.1 52 110.8 9 215.0 67 326.9 
~ 59 8.4 351 953.9 64 1481.0 5 800.0 1 300.0 480 3543.3 
PICKENS 11 1.5 71 139.9 2 50.0 84 191.4 
RICHIJIN) 13 2.5 151 388.3 27 837.0 191 1227.8 
SlillJDI\. 22 3.0 41 83.1 e 185.0 71 271.1 
SPARTI\NBURi 3 .4 72 178.6 9 232.0 84 411.0 
SMI'ER 2 .2 147 441.8 43 845.0 2 410.0 194 1697.0 
UIIOO 6 1.1 44 68.8 10 245.0 1 151.0 61 465.9 
WILLIAMSBURG 128 16.4 254 582.7 30 509.0 412 1108.1 
YORK 35 4.7 47 108.5 2 26.0 84 139.2 
TOTAL 1568 218.5 5902 13444.2 960 22457.4 31 4701.0 5 1793.0 8466 42614.1 
ClASS A <-. 25; ClASS B • 26-9. 9; ClASS C 1(}-99; ClASS D lOQ-299; ClASS E 300-999; ClASS F 100(}-4999; ClASS G > 5000 
s:xJI'H CAROLINI\ FCRE'SffiY C<M1ISSICN 
fQREsr IAl'D FIRES BY CaJNrY NID M:Nlll FISCAL YFAR 88 
JJLY AlX1Jsr SE?IlM!ER OCfffiER IUJE1o£ER DECEMBER Jl\I'U!\RY FEBRLVIR:i l't\!01 APRIL M\.Y JtH: rorAL 
NJ. l'CRES NJ. ACRES NJ. ACRES NJ. ACRES N::>. ACRES NJ. ACRES N::>. ACRES NJ. ACRES NO. ACRES N::>. ACRES NO. ACRES N::>. ACRES N::>. ACRES 
ABBEVILLE 3 18.0 7 6.2 5 7.4 11 37.7 9 24.9 9 2.2 1 .1 6 78.5 8 58.4 11 177.5 3 7.1 11 134.1 84 552.1 
AIKEN 33 73.7 20 129.8 3 1.7 36 49.3 32 175.4 7 11.3 4 17.8 31 421.2 35 162.8 21 111.1 14 59.4 31 264.5 267 1478.0 
AI.LENlALE 2 80.2 2 1.6 6 11.2 6 13.2 14 52.6 13 30.4 8 62.1 1 .2 10 34.7 62 286.2 
!\N)ERS(N 2 1.1 5 2.4 1 .5 23 28.9 17 64.5 5 12.0 16 79.5 12 23.5 5 31.0 2 4.0 17 29.0 105 276.4 
!li\MBER; 1 .2 5 2.2 6 45.5 12 30.1 4 50.8 1 .7 20 181.9 32 90.9 9 8.0 3 2.9 20 60.2 113 473.4 
BARI'H:LL 2 2.5 4 69.4 2 3.0 7 32.8 4 4.2 5 8.4 4 7.0 15 186.4 15 94.4 11 75.1 3 1.1 10 25.1 82 509.4 
BEAUFORI' 2 11.0 5 10.6 2 3.2 1 2.0 5 16.5 5 8.5 25 102.8 22 168.2 17 120.7 6 87.0 4 17.7 94 548.2 
BERKELEY 10 31.1 8 23.5 2 .2 7 11.1 16 19.7 29 58.1 20 46.3 127 414.4 188 572.8 54 96.9 9 17.0 23 132.2 493 1423.3 
CALH<lN 6 4.1 4 6.2 1 5.0 4 1.8 5 9.8 2 25.0 12 32.2 15 78.2 10 67.4 4 26.6 10 20.5 73 276.8 
CllARIESl'CN 5 7.6 2 45.7 1 1.0 5 10.5 8 50.5 24 73.7 64 404.3 21 167.3 6 19.0 5 10.7 141 790.3 
CHERa<EE 6 3. 7 1 3.0 1 1.0 1 1.0 8 64.5 1 2.0 14 36.0 12 10.7 7 9. 7 11 13.0 12 58.1 74 202.7 
CHEsrER 3 8.5 7 13.1 10 46.8 3 7.6 6 19.8 6 23.7 7 8.6 2 2.1 44 130.2 
CHES'IERFIELD 12 77.8 6 42.3 7 1.9 5 2.2 10 29.9 3 5.9 1 1.6 41 84.6 41 192.8 23 86.0 6 6.5 25 231.6 180 763.1 
CI.ARENJClil 8 38.0 5 83.5 6 4.8 12 20.7 11 33.3 9 16.1 62 292.6 141 1122.5 29 148.1 7 4.1 23 243.5 313 2007.2 
CCLLE'ICN 11 8.3 2 4.0 3 3.2 20 93.7 26 124.2 10 70.4 68 321.5 95 573.3 40 198.2 7 6.3 15 34.8 297 1437.9 
!lARI.]N:;'l'(N 4 12.4 5 10.1 2 .5 8 5.4 13 31.7 3 10.0 3 4.0 20 101.5 40 232.5 16 43.2 6 15.0 23 80.6 143 546.9 
DILLCN 5 5.9 5 350.4 2 1.8 10 16.9 9 42.3 1 2.0 1 .3 8 19.3 21 29.0 10 12.2 2 1.6 13 33.2 87 514.9 
DOOCHESl'ER 4 7.2 3 4.0 2 10.0 10 34.5 17 42.0 3 12.0 64 481.5 108 670.5 28 100.8 9 99.5 17 101.5 265 1563.5 
EDGEFIELD 2 15.1 1 7.0 6 8.8 12 120.9 5 28.3 2 5.0 9 7.9 7 51.2 4 99.0 6 15.6 54 358.8 
FAIRFIELD 13 66.8 25 58.5 2 .8 6 2.9 13 118.9 2 4.0 2 6.0 1 .4 10 13.8 6 3.3 16 27.3 17 63.5 113 366.2 
FI.OREN:E 4 1.2 4 2.4 6 44.4 22 93.6 10 14.7 8 12.5 42 307.2 87 1134.9 49 235.4 9 21.4 24 111.8 265 1979.5 
GEOIG:'ICW'I 10 40.1 7 31.9 6 3.1 6 37.1 4 1.1 7 13.8 35 57.1 121 900.3 39 103.6 5 25.3 12 185.3 252 1398.7 
GREENVILLE 5 8.0 9 23.7 12 343.0 1 1.0 1 7.0 8 442.5 9 25.5 9 27.0 9 22.7 11 62.0 74 962.4 
GREEN«XD 31 51.8 19 16.5 5 13.4 17 63.5 16 59.6 19 18.0 2 10.6 14 49.6 20 45.3 12 15.8 8 14.7 17 54.8 180 413.6 
lll'M"ltN 4 7.6 7 16.2 1 .1 6 50.3 13 41.0 13 61.8 3 6.3 37 105.7 39 179.4 16 73.1 2 2.0 18 54.3 159 597.8 
HaRRY 1 1.0 1 1.0 15 27.3 29 37.7 15 27.6 27 113.5 56 359.3 29 165.1 3 8.4 13 332.1 189 1073.0 
JASPER 6 20.3 3 165.5 4 22.0 19 62.1 24 108.4 20 84.7 61 542.8 93 719.2 46 219.4 4 15.7 10 105.6 290 2065.7 
I<ERSlWi' 14 26.8 11 26.1 5 10.3 6 11.1 8 10.1 7 3.5 4 2.1 14 46.8 31 35.8 20 25.9 5 1.8 12 163.1 137 363.4 
L~\~'0\S'IER. 3 18.0 7 16.7 1 .2 3 5.6 6 65.0 9 16.1 8 12.1 11 10.7 4 5.9 4 21.2 56 171.5 
IJ\URENS 3 15.5 8 28.0 4 23.5 16 101.6 13 62.7 2 3.0 14 63.5 8 28.5 11 37.3 10 89.0 9 28.5 98 481.1 
LEE 2 36.0 1 2.0 2 1.5 2 5.0 8 108.0 13 213.0 38 521.5 12 221.3 2 10.0 10 27.0 90 1145.3 
LEXIM::."'IOO 43 95:3 17 7.3 5 7.0 40 80.5 22 66.5 16 12.5 12 11.9 56 98.9 67 110.8 39 67.5 29 69.3 57 87.1 403 714.6 
M!\RICN 5 3.0 2 43.5 3 2.6 5 2.9 2 2.5 1 .1 6 25.4 16 156.1 4 14.5 2 .4 46 251.0 
W\RLB:)f() 1 .1 3 1.9 1 .1 12 22.5 20 133.5 3 4.1 1 1.5 23 256.5 26 121.9 8 72.1 4 6.4 10 18.1 112 638.7 
HX:OIMICK 4 2.8 6 3.7 19 25.9 11 10.1 1 .5 1 .3 13 686.9 6 8.5 3 10.1 2 6.0 5 6.3 71 761.1 
NEWBERRY 5 19.9 12 6.2 3 .5 8 14.9 3 5.2 1 2.0 3 14.8 3 1.7 3 26.3 14 9.3 8 8.5 63 109.3 
CJCXM:E 1 .5 2 2.0 5 6.9 8 37.2 3 10.0 1 .5 5 9.5 8 11.7 6 39.0 5 28.5 11 156.2 55 302.0 
0~ 9 9.6 6 6.9 1 .6 19 13.1 28 110.7 21 28.8 13 29.6 94 1181.3 131 893.0 40 192.1 21 37.1 45 235.9 428 2738.7 
PICKENS 1 .1 2 1.1 3 1.3 9 12.3 12 27.4 9 16.5 15 36.9 6 13.6 3 2. 7 14 55.2 74 167.1 
RICHIAI'D 14 66.6 4 16.6 14 113.1 17 193.6 3 8.0 3 6.0 29 153.0 45 363.2 18 84.7 8 19.9 15 36.2 170 1060.9 
SAilJDI'. 7 3.8 1 .2 2 4.4 5 5.6 7 9.5 1 5.0 1 .1 5 13.2 13 55.2 3 1.2 1 .1 4 62.0 50 160.3 
SPARI'11N!lU'lG 3 12.0 4 23.0 1 2.0 1 1.0 5 67.0 5 35.0 7 26.1 9 18.0 9 12.2 13 67.0 57 263.3 
SlMI'ER 7 17.1 13 45.7 1 .5 10 16.5 13 52.5 6 20.6 1 3.0 31 437.7 53 590.8 21 171.3 4 24.0 11 45.0 171 1424.7 
UNICN 6 7.1 2 161.0 7 8.9 4 22.0 3 41.5 6 170.0 2 3.0 2 2.0 4 12.0 36 427.5 
WI~ 12 65.6 6 20.1 9 18.9 24 53.4 35 45.1 5 6.3 84 170.6 176 515.3 33 107.7 9 3.8 16 44.0 409 1050.8 
Yct<K 7 5. 7 7 31.0 3 4.1 8 8.8 4 6.3 1 .2 3 3.4 9 14.5 8 22.3 2 16.5 7 4.4 59 117.2 
TOTAL 337 1000.7 280 1556.0 72 102.6 418 1130.0 532 2422.0 331 883.8 164 476.6 1223 8078.1 1976 11637.5 793 3619.3 296 860.9 656 3577.2 7078 35344.7 
sam! CAR:JLINI\. FORESI'RY CCM-ITSSICN 
rorAL ALL IJ\ND FIRES BY rxxNr'f ANl M:NI'H FISCAL YEAR 88 
JULY Au:;usT SEPTEMBER =BER NOJEMBER DECEM!ER JANU'\RY FEBR!liRY M'\RCH APRIL MI\Y JUNE = 
NJ. ACRES 00. ACRES NJ. ACRES 00. ACRES 00. ACRES N:). ACRES 00. ACRES NJ. ACRES 00. ACRES 00. ACRES N:). ACRES 00. ACRES 00. ACRES 
ABBEVILlE 3 18.0 11 9.2 5 22.4 21 57.9 9 28.9 10 2.3 1 .1 11 85.6 12 69.9 11 207.5 4 8.1 19 152.7 117 662.6 
AIKEN 34 74.3 22 131.6 3 1.7 40 78.8 43 315.3 12 55.7 8 36.5 38 664.4 36 174.5 22 132.4 16 62.6 37 289.6 311 2017.4 
ALLENDI'J.E 2 80.2 2 1.6 1 .3 8 27.0 8 13.5 1 1.5 22 57.7 15 38.6 15 65.0 1 .2 13 35.1 88 320.7 
ANDERS:JN 2 1.1 5 2.4 2 1.5 27 49.9 17 127.0 5 21.0 18 137.0 13 35.5 5 31.0 2 4.0 17 38.5 113 448.9 
B'\MBER:i 2 .4 5 2.2 8 45.9 16 45.3 9 73.0 1 . 7 29 221.5 34 99.4 10 8.5 3 4.3 22 69.2 139 570.4 
~ 2 3.0 4 70.4 3 3.2 11 45.1 9 6.3 7 36.2 8 11.1 22 360.2 26 110.0 14 79.0 6 4.9 13 27.3 125 756.7 
BEAUFCRI' 2 11.0 5 10.6 3 3.3 3 6.6 12 57.6 7 19.9 35 141.8 36 268.2 19 165.4 6 109.5 4 17.7 132 811.6 
BERKElEY 10 31.1 10 28.6 2 .2 7 11.1 19 47.2 32 61.1 21 48.9 136 436.4 206 602.5 57 100.0 9 17.0 24 132.7 533 1516.8 
CALHOLN 8 6.8 5 6.5 1 5.0 9 5.6 8 16.0 2 26.0 20 58.3 17 100.2 11 78.4 5 29.6 11 23.0 97 355.4 
QIARLES"I'CN 6 12.6 2 66.7 1 .2 2 1.2 5 10.5 11 54.5 32 85.1 80 478.8 25 181.8 6 19.0 5 10.7 175 921.1 
CHER)I<EE 6 3.7 10 24.8 2 2.0 10 5.6 20 69.3 1 .3 2 4.0 35 86.2 33 44.4 9 12.7 17 16.0 21 102.2 166 371.2 
CHESTER 4 10.5 8 13.2 13 50.5 2 16.0 1 5.0 5 14.6 13 23.0 7 24.0 7 8.6 2 2.1 62 167.5 
CHESTERFIElD 12 79.4 6 42.3 10 8.0 13 8. 7 17 53.1 4 7.9 1 2.0 57 149.1 51 282.9 26 113.2 7 6.6 28 259.8 232 1013.0 
CLARENX:N 12 52.2 9 88.2 18 25.9 20 51.8 17 49.5 17 42.5 96 381.4 169 1220.9 33 149.5 7 4.1 24 268.8 422 2334.8 
OOLIE'IDN 14 16.7 2 4.0 6 5.5 35 142.2 38 140.6 12 93.9 87 438.1 114 695.6 46 214.9 8 6.5 19 38.3 381 1796.3 
DI\RLI!'lrrCN 6 19.4 5 10.1 2 .5 13 11.5 16 38.2 7 18.0 5 6.0 27 136.2 47 256.9 17 45.2 6 15.0 24 106.6 175 663.6 
DILI.C:N 9 6.5 5 350.4 4 3.1 12 25.1 14 59.5 3 14.0 1 .3 11 27.1 25 31.3 11 13.0 2 1.6 17 35.2 114 567.1 
DORCHES'IER 4 7.2 6 5.0 4 12.2 11 52.5 21 60.7 4 14.0 71 569.6 117 720.9 31 115.8 11 101.0 20 105.5 300 1764.4 
EDGEFIElD 3 15.2 4 7.9 6 11.8 15 149.0 8 42.8 2 5.0 11 23.5 12 78.5 4 99.0 8 15.8 73 448.5 
FAIRFIElD 17 67.7 26 61.5 6 2.2 7 3.4 15 151.4 4 6.1 3 10.0 3 3.3 13 17.1 9 5. 7 19 31.2 23 66.2 145 425.8 
FLOREN:E 4 1.2 4 2.4 7 46.4 27 147.3 15 66.1 8 13.5 42 362.2 95 1229.5 53 283.8 9 21.4 26 112.8 290 2286.6 
GEOR:>E'I'CWN 10 40.1 7 50.9 7 3.2 6 37.1 5 1.2 7 13.8 38 61.1 122 907.3 41 106.1 5 25.3 12 186.3 260 1432.4 
GREENVILLE 1 1.0 5 8.0 10 42.7 16 357.0 1 1.0 1 45.0 13 490.1 13 37.0 10 27.2 9 22.7 11 77.0 90 1108.7 
GREE»\l:XD 34 52.4 20 17.5 5 13.4 20 66.7 18 88.0 22 34.2 4 26.6 17 51.9 23 53.8 13 16.8 12 15.6 18 63.2 206 500.1 
HAM?lUil 4 7.6 7 16.2 1 .1 8 57.3 16 49.7 18 114.9 7 16.0 46 148.3 43 184.4 20 75.9 2 2.0 18 69.3 190 741.7 
HORRf 1 1.0 1 1.0 15 27.4 30 45.9 15 27.9 28 134.1 56 403.8 29 166.1 3 8.4 13 332.1 191 1147.7 
.ASPER 9 21.4 7 166.3 5 24.0 19 72.6 33 130.2 25 94.9 69 660.6 101 763.1 47 225.5 4 15.7 12 115.7 331 2290.0 
I<ERSHJ\W 15 28.8 11 26.1 5 10.3 12 17.1 9 12.7 10 10.1 9 14.4 19 70.4 47 85.2 25 38.4 5 1.8 13 170.0 180 485.3 
IANCASTER 4 33.5 7 16.7 1 .2 5 7.1 6 68.0 1 2.0 10 16.6 10 12.8 11 10.7 4 5.9 4 21.2 63 194.7 
lAURENS 3 15.5 10 29.5 6 23.9 21 124.7 22 100.8 2 3.0 4 8. 7 22 146.7 13 40.1 13 39.8 10 89.0 9 28.5 135 650.2 
lEE 3 36.5 1 2.0 4 3.0 3 15.0 9 118.1 2 25.0 15 224.0 41 576.0 13 246.5 2 10.0 11 29.0 104 1285.1 
IEXING"Ia>l 44 96.3 17 7.3 5 7.0 43 96.1 25 86.8 21 20.7 21 26.1 67 110.5 79 140.6 41 73.0 29 69.3 57 87.1 449 820.8 
M\RICN 5 3.0 3 43.6 3 2.6 11 3.6 2 3.0 1 2.1 6 25.6 25 187.1 5 14.7 2 .2 2 .4 65 285.9 
MIRI13(R) 3 1.1 4 2.0 1 .1 12 34.5 22 185.0 5 4.9 1 1.5 30 355.6 27 352.1 8 92.1 5 6.8 10 18.1 128 1053.8 
MXCR'IICK 5 2.9 9 75.3 1 .1 19 39.4 13 10.3 2 4.5 1 .3 16 689.1 7 8.6 3 10.1 2 6.0 5 6.8 83 853.4 
NEWBERRY 6 20.2 14 9.3 3 .5 10 18.1 3 5.2 1 2.0 1 1.5 5 48.6 3 1.7 3 26.3 14 9.3 10 19.5 73 162.2 
OCCNEE 2 1.2 1 .2 2 2.0 8 9.6 10 43.2 3 10.0 2 1.0 5 11.0 9 14.4 9 48.6 5 28.5 11 157.2 67 326.9 
CW>.N:;EBURG 13 15.9 6 11.9 1 .6 24 27.1 32 194.6 24 90.1 19 78.1 109 1468.3 141 1085.9 42 210.4 21 40.1 48 320.3 480 3543.3 
PICKENS 1 .1 2 1.3 3 1.5 10 17.6 15 31.5 1 .1 10 26.1 18 40,7 6 13.6 3 . 2.7 15 56.2 84 191.4 
RICiill\ND 16 68.6 4 16.6 14 113.1 17 215.6 4 10.0 3 6.0 36 230.7 53 403.4 19 101,7 9 21.9 16 40.2 191 1227.8 
SlillDA 11 6.2 1 .2 2 4.4 7 11.6 14 32.7 1 25.0 2 .2 6 37.2 15 78.2 4 1.3 1 .1 7 74.0 71 271.1 
SPARI'ANWRG 4 14.0 4 23.0 1 2.0 2 2.0 6 72.5 2 13.0 13 85.6 14 64.1 11 19.6 10 14.2 17 101.0 84 411.0 
&.MrER 7 17.1 13 45.7 2 1.5 11 17.5 13 102.5 6 30.6 2 18.0 37 530.0 65 672.1 23 188.0 4 24.0 11 50.0 194 1697.0 
lNICN 8 7.8 3 162.0 9 11.6 6 33.0 2 1.5 1 .5 7 47.0 9 172.0 5 5.5 5 11.5 6 13.5 61 465.9 
WILLIJ\MSI!UR:; 12 65.6 6 21.1 9 18.9 24 53.4 35 45.1 6 6.4 84 170.6 177 570.4 34 108.8 9 3.8 16 44.0 412 1108.1 
YORK 10 6.6 10 33.3 3 4.1 11 10.6 6 9.4 1 .2 7 4.9 13 21.9 9 22.4 2 16.5 12 9.3 84 139.2 
TOTAL 393 1082.6 329 1726.6 89 133.6 544 1445.1 681 3371.0 433 1384.4 238 794.5 1523 10283.9 2288 13455.3 879 4014.9 328 922.5 741 3999.7 8466 42614.1 
s:xJl'H CAROLINA FORESI'Rf CCM1ISSICN 
FOREsr AND NJN-FOREsr lAND FIRES BY <XJlNIY 
Fis:J\1 YEAR 88 
FOOESr lAND NCN-FOOEST IAND TCirAL ALL IJIM) 
TOrAL ARFA 1Uo113ER CF ARFA NlMBER OF ARFA NlMBER CF ARFA % ARFA AVG. N:.. 
C<XNIY PROI'ECI'ED FIRES EUR>lED FIRES ElJRNED FIRES BURNED ElJRNED PER FIRE 
ABBEVILLE 219,465 84 552.1 33 110.5 117 662.6 .30 5. 7 
AIKEN 440,546 267 1,478.0 44 539.4 311 2,017.4 ,46 6.5 
ALLEIDALE 170,016 62 286.2 26 34.5 88 320.7 .19 3.6 
AN:JERSCN 205,182 105 276.4 8 172.5 113 448.9 .22 4.0 
81\MBERG 157,809 113 473.4 26 97.0 139 570.4 .36 4.1 
lliiRM'iELL 132,906 82 509.4 43 247.3 125 756.7 .57 6.1 
BEAUFORr 150,534 94 548.2 38 263.4 132 811.6 .54 6.1 
BERKELEY 393,479 493 1,423.3 40 93.5 533 1,516.8 .39 2.8 
CJ\LHCXJN 146,634 73 276.8 24 78.6 97 355.4 .24 3.7 
CHI\RI.EsrCN 264,437 141 790.3 34 130.8 175 921.1 .35 5.3 
CHERC!<EE 165,015 74 202.7 92 168.5 166 371.2 .22 2.2 
CHEsrER 307,085 44 130.2 18 37.3 62 167.5 .05 2.7 
CHEsrERFIEID 376,724 180 763.1 52 249.9 232 1,013.0 .27 4.4 
ClARENDON 223,028 313 2,007.2 109 327.6 422 2,334.8 1.05 5.5 
COLLETCN 501,274 297 1, 437.9 84 358.4 381 1,796.3 .36 4.7 
DARL:rn:;r<N 197' 151 143 546.9 32 116.7 175 663.6 .34 3.8 
DILUN 158,476 87 514.9 27 52.2 114 567.1 .36 5.0 
IXX<CHEsrER 294,709 265 1,563.5 35 200.9 300 1, 764.4 .60 5.9 
EI:GEFIEID 227,065 54 358.8 19 89.7 73 448.5 .20 6.1 
FAIRFIElD 409,252 113 366.2 32 59.6 145 425.8 .10 2.9 
FIDREOCE 301,969 265 1, 979.5 25 307.1 290 2,286.6 .76 7.9 
GEORGE'I1:»1 423,817 252 1,398. 7 8 33.7 260 1,432.4 .34 5.5 
GREENVILlE 311,394 74 962.4 16 146.3 90 1,108.7 .36 12.3 
GREEl'KXD 210,955 180 413.6 26 86.5 206 500.1 .24 2.4 
H!\MPTON 284,647 159 597.8 31 143.9 190 741.7 .26 3.9 
HOORY 497,121 189 1,073.0 2 74.7 191 1,147.7 .23 6.0 
JASPER 331,913 290 2,065. 7 41 224.3 331 2,290.0 .69 6.9 
KERSHAW 380,314 137 363.4 43 121.9 180 485.3 .13 2.7 
11\0CASlER 285,320 56 171.5 7 23.2 63 194.7 .07 3.1 
L'\IJRENS 315,095 98 481.1 37 169.1 135 650.2 .21 4.8 
LEE 131,603 9o' 1,145.3 14 139.8 104 1,285.1 .98 12.4 
LEXIN3TON 271,581 403 714.6 46 106.2 449 820.8 .30 1.8 
MI\RICN 226,184 46 251.0 19 34.9 65 285.9 .13 4.4 
MI\RIIDRJ 188,471 112 638.7 16 415.1 128 1,053.8 .56 8.2 
MXO~CK 166,791 71 761.1 12 92.3 83 853.4 .51 10.3 
NEWBERRY 269,596 63 109.3 10 52.9 73 162.2 .06 2.2 
oc:c:N:E 224,876 55 302.0 12 24.9 67 326.9 .15 4.9 
0~ 402,276 428 2, 738.7 52 804.6 480 3,543.3 .88 7.4 
PICKENS 238,974 74 167.1 10 24.3 84 191.4 .08 2.3 
RICHIJIM) 303,252 170 1,060.9 21 166.9 191 1,227.8 .40 6.4 
SALllDA. 185,142 50 160.3 21 110.8 71 271.1 .15 3.8 
SPARrANBURG 278,233 57 263.3 27 147.7 84 411.0 .15 4.9 
SlMI'ER 254,928 171 1,424. 7 23 272.3 194 1, 697.0 .67 8.7 
UNIOO 218,161 36 427.5 25 38.4 61 465.9 .21 7.6 
WILLI,I\MS~ 428,121 409 1,050.8 3 57.3 412 1,108.1 .26 2.7 
YOOK 286,737 59 117.2 25 22.0 84 139.2 .05 1.7 
TCirAL 12,558,258 7,078 35,344.7 1,388 7,269.4 8,466 42,614.1 .34 5.0 
PERCENT OF FIRES BY CAUSE: FIVE YEAR PERIOD 
CAUSE 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 
Lightning 2.8 . 8 2.2 6.9 2.5 
Campfire . 7 . 5 . 9 . 4 .4 
Smoking 8.8 6.1 7.0 6.6 5.5 
Debris Burning 24.2 20.9 23.2 26.6 28.9 
Incendiary 50.9 60.9 52.1 43.3 45.1 
Equipment Use 3.8 3.0 3.5 4.5 4.9 
Railroad 1.2 1.1 1.5 1.0 2.5 
Children 4.4 3.6 5.0 5.1 4.5 
Miscellaneous 3.2 3.1 4.6 5.6 5.7 
FIVE YEAR SUMMARY FIRE STATISTICS 
FOREST I1IN) ~ FOREsr 11\tiDS ALL lAN)$ 
Nunber 
lbtal Forest Forest I.arxi Average ~r Acres lbtal 
Area I.arxi Land % Area Acres Per N:ln-Forest Non-Forest No. All Total 
Fiscal Year PIOtected Fires Burned B.rrned Forest Fire Fires armed Land Fires Acres 
1983-84 12,031,090 5,137 23,378.4 .19 4.6 949 3,272.1 6,086 26,650.5 
1984-85 12,031,090 12,487 105,421.6 .88 8.4 1, 773 8, 744.9 14,260 114,166.5 
1985-86 12,031,090 5,889 34,373.7 .28 5.8 988 3, 658.2 6,877 38,031.9 
1986-87 12,031,090 3,963 18,497.7 .15 4.7 695 2, 660.0 4,658 21,157.7 
1987-88 12,558,258 7,078 35,344.7 .28 5.0 1,388 7,269.4 8,466 42,614.4 
Five Year 
Average 12,136,523 6,910 43,403.2 .36 5.7 1,159 5,120.9 8,069 48,524.2 
.· 
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S.C. Forestry Commission 
PROPERTY LOSS REPORT 
FROM 07/01/87 THRU 06/30/88 
DISTRICT IDlES OTHER STRUCT. EQUIPMENT VEHICLES OTHER 
' caJNTY NBR . EST. VALUE IIBR. EST. VALUE NBR. EST. VALUE NBR. EST. VALUE NBR. EST. VALUE ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*CMI)EN DISTRICT 
CHESTERFIELD 1 6, 000 6 68, 500 1 300 2 8,400 16 400 
KERSHAW 1 15,000 5 14,000 1 3,000 3 23,400 5 17, 50() 
LNICASTER 0 0 1 2, 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LEE 1 2,000 5 !2, 900 6 350 0 0 0 0 
RICHlAND 0 0 0 0 2 195,000 3 8, 500 2 0 
SUMl'ER 1 10,000 2 200 0 0 3 10,000 56 785,390 
DISTRICT. TOTAL 4 33, 000 19 97,600 10 198,&50 11 so. 300 79 803,290 
*f"LaiEIICE DISTRICT 
DARLINGTON 1 1, 000 2 900 3 5, 000 0 0 
DILWII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FL<RENCE 0 0 9 3, 950 0 0 3 3,500 
!lORRY 2 3,300 1 500 0 0 0 0 
MARION 0 0 1 500 0 0 0 0 
MARLBORO 2 1,300 2 1, 000 0 0 0 0 
DISTRICT TOTAL 5 5, 600 15 6, 850 3 5,000 3 3, 500 
'*KINGSTREE DISTRICT 
BERKELEY 45,000 0 0 0 0 1. 000 2 4,000 
CLARENDON 17,800 2 17.000 1 50,000 0 1 40 
GECRGETOiiN 30,000 5 5, 300 3 41,000 20,250 0 0 
WILLIAMSBURG 4, 500 8 6, 750 0 0 0 1 400 
DISTRICT TOTAL 97.300 15 29,050 4 91,000 21,250 4 4, 440 
*NEiiBERRY DISTRICT 
ABBEVILLE 0 17 1. 320 0 0 0 0 3 240 
CHESTER 0 1 1, 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EDGEFIEI1l 0 2 1. 500 6 30,200 0 0 129 8, 500 
FAIRFIEI1l 0 1 1. 000 0 0 3 300 0 0 
GREENWOOD 0 5 6,000 6 6,000 0 0 22 3, 895 
LAURENS 0 0 0 1 850 0 0 76 1, 050 .•' 
MCCORMICK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NENBERRY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 144 
SALUDA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 1,300 
DISTRICT TOTAL 0 26 10, 820 13 37,050 3 300 2&4 15,129 
*CIIANGEBURG DISTRICT 
AIKEN 5 47. 025 4 700 1 1.000 1 3, 500 167 4, 625 
ALLENDALE 1 2, 000 2 22,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BI\HBERG 1 25,000 1 2,000 3 61,500 2 19, 000 0 0 
BARNWELL 3 10,300 7 4, 850 2 1.500 0 0 3 3, 550 
CAl1IOUN 0 0 2 1.150 0 0 0 0 1 3,000 
LEXINGTON 2 12,500 10 13, 500 0 0 3 s. 500 88 3, 650 
ORANGEBURG 5 62,000 5 2, 800 0 0 1 300 57 s. 535 
DISTRICT TOTAL 17 158,825 31 47,000 6 64,000 7 28,300 316 20,360 
*SPARTANBURG DISTRICT 
ANDERSON 0 0 2 4, 900 1 5,000 0 0 so 100 
Cf!EROKEE 0 0 1 3, 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GREENVILLE 0 0 1 1. 000 0 0 0 0 25 1. 000 
QCaiEE 0 0 1 12,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PICKENS 1 15,000 2 2, 300 0 0 0 0 30 360 
SPARTANBURG 2 10,000 5 7,100 3 32,500 0 0 0 0 
UNION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
YORK 0 0 3 20, 500 1 250 0 0 121 - 325 
DISTRICT TOTAL 3 25,000 15 50, 800 5 37.750 0 0 226 1, 785 
*11.\L~O DISTRICT . 
BEAUFORT 1 10,000 1 100 0 · a 1 so 0 0 ' 
CHARLESTON 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 500 0 0 
COLLE TON 0 0 2 5, 500 2 3,500 0 0 30 750 
DORCHESTER 0 0 3 . 8, 500 5 2,000 1 4, 000 0 . 0 
IWI"l'ON 0 0 3 • > 5, 050 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JASPER 2 600 3 2, 550 0 0 11 650 102 5, 045 
DISTRICT TOTAL 3 10,600 12 21.700 7 5,500 14 5, 200 132 5, 795 





Information and Education Section 
Highlighting the Commission's renewed efforts to reduce the number of 
forest fires, a Red Flag Alert Program was unveiled. The Red Flag 
program invites public and allied organization participation in re-
ducing ' fires during periods of severe fire weather or high fire 
occurrence. Some aspects of the Alert Program were: statewide 
training for commission personnel and other fire/law enforcement 
agencies to gain support for the program; a mass mailing to the state's 
media to announce the program during National Fire Prevention Week; 
the production of a Red Flag, an informational brochure, adhesive lapel 
stick-ons, a public service announcement, a video news release; and the 
state fair exhibit which featured Red Flag and the theme Wildfires Cost--
Prevention Pays!. 
The fair exhibit showed_ a fire warden fighting to protect a home 
threatened by wildfire. The picture of the fire and fire warden were 
also produced as a billboard, and seventy-five copies of the billboard 
were provided to outdoor advertisers during the spring fire season. 
The section also cooperated with the Fire Control Section to produce a 
color brochure, Your Home in the Line of Fire for the Southeastern 
Forest Fire Compact, and the Southern Group of State Foresters. An 
aerial tanker demonstration of the Canso PBY was conducted April 14, 
1988 to demonstrate the tanker's aerial loading ability. A smoke 
management brochure was· produced that points out the individual's re-
sponsibility for smoke control, and the Commission's and DHEC's coope-
ration in providing Smoke Management guidelines. 
The Forestry Commission and Clemson University Extension cooperated 
in a series of seven Tree Planting Vendor Workshops to upgrade the 
skills of the state's tree planters. The Section produced a workshop 
booklet and publicity fliers. The Seedling & Services Price List 
Brochure was revised . and reprinted again this year. 
In two other cooperative ventures, the Commission worked with 
Clemson Extension and the Forestry Association to host a series of 
meetings to inform thought leaders and decision makers about the 
benefits of forestry and concerns facing resource managers. A 
publication, We Need to Talk About Forestry, was produced to support the 
initiative. 
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In addition, Best Mana~ement Practices for South Carolina's Forest 
Wetlands was produced to describe the -benefits to be derived from 
proper management techniques. 
The Commission cooperated with the South Carolina Chapter of the Na-
tional Wildlife Federation in producing an educational packet for 
National Wildlife Week--March 20-26, 1988. The theme "Forests Are 
More Than Trees" was used to inform students about the importance of 
forests, but also of the interrelationship among all living things. 
Four audio · visual programs were developed during the year. Tree Im-
provement is an 11 minute video that describes the Commission's ef-
forts in seedling production and genetic . tree improvement. ~ 
Detective is an 18 minute video for junior high school students that 
describes different trees and how the different parts of the tree 
function to support the tree. A video presentation was produced 
depicting the Sand Hills State Forest, and the Commission's activities on 
the once barren property. The South Carolina Forestry Commission 
slide tape program was revised and updated. 
Project Leamin~ Tree 
Project Learning 
education program. 
students to reason 
ended activities. 
Tree is a nationally recognized environmental 
Unlike information-based education, PLT stimulates 
and discover environmental truths through open-
Coordinated by the Forestry Commission, twenty-five workshops trained 
729 teachers in the use of PLT activities during FY 87-88. In addition, 46 
new workshop leaders were trained during a two-day facilitator's 
workshop. 
Urban Forestry 
Urban forestry seeks to improve the quality of life in populated areas 
through the management of the urban tree resource. Clean air, clean 
water, aesthetics, noise buffering, energy conservation, and public 
safety are the products of this endeavor. 
Two full-time urban foresters are employed by the South Carolina 
Forestry Commission, one in Columbia and one in Charleston. Other 
Commission foresters provide urban forestry assistance in their service 
areas on a time-available basis. 
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Urban Forestry Accomplisbffients 
Urban Foresters 
Columbia Charleston 
Indiv. Assists 370 
Group Assists 82 











Notable projects among the urban forestry activities were: provided 
assistance to numerous public facilities, including the State House, 
Columbia Metropolitan Airport, the Robert Mills House and Drayton Hall; 
assisted managers of Guignard Park in Cayce, James Island Park near 
Charleston, and Greenville's Reedy River and Cleveland Parks; provided 
professional expertise in development of Tree Ordinances for Cayce and 
Charleston County; and assisted with eight outdoor learning centers in 
Charleston, Greenville, Lexington, and Richland Counties. 
Tree City. USA 
Sponsored by the National Arbor Day Foundation, Tree City USA is 
administered in South Carolina by the Forestry Commission. The 
program seeks to stimulate management of urban trees by recognizing 
towns which meet the following criteria: expenditure of. at least one 
dollar per capita on tree care and planting, establishment of a city tree 
ordinance and a legally constituted Tree Board, and observance of Arbor 
Day by a mayor's proclamation and official ceremony. 
South Carolina ranks 17th nationally with twenty-one towns recognized 















* Mt. Pleasant 
Pelion 





* denotes first year of recognition 
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Arbor Day/Gold Leaf 
As in years past, the Forestry Commission and Clemson Forestry 
Extension cooperated in publicizing Arbor Day in South Carolina which 
falls on the first Friday in December. The International Society of 
Arboriculture's Gold Leaf Award was presented to the City of Rock Hill 
for best civic ceremony, and to the Lugoff-Elgin Middle School for best 
school program. 
Smokey Bear/Woodsy Owl 
The Forestry Commission has been an active participant in the Smokey 
Bear fire prevention campaign since its inception. Smokey costumes 
are supplied to each District and Forestry Commission personnel make 
hundreds of Smokey appearances each year in parades, children's 
programs, and other special events. 
To promote environmental awareness, the Forestry Commission used the 
Woodsy Owl character for the first time during FY 87-88. Demand for 
Woodsy in parades and other gatherings was so high that some requests 
could not be serviced with the single costume. In an effort to better 
meet the demand for Woodsy and his antipollution message, a second 
costume has been purchased and is now available for statewide use. 
Exhibits 
In addition to the State Fair, the Section produced a historical exhibit for 
the Salute to Agriculture, and a display to promote the Shiitake 
mushroom. A display on the Nantucket Pine Tip Moth was produced for 
the Christmas Tree Growers Association, and a Farming & Forestry 
exhibit was produced for the Newberry County Egg & Dairy Festival. 
Support was provided to field personnel for exhibits on urban forestry, 
Arbor Day, and numerous other subjects. 
Woodworkin~ Activities: 
The Sign Shop is involved in numerous woodworking projects. During 
the year, support was provided in woodworking, cabinetry, and furni-
ture and sign construction. The supervisor also received, warehoused, 




The Section coordinates with the Training Section to provide appropri-
ate training to Commission personnel. Some actjvities this year were: 
conducting the Effective Communication Course for new employees, 
urban forestry, Red Flag implementation, public relations training, use 
of the camcorder, and two script writing courses. 
Miscellaneous 
Numerous articles and talks were prepared and presented. Some of 
these included: an article for the Forestry Association about · Allendale 
Ranger Topper and Forester Havens; speeches for the State Forester at 
the Santee Experiment Station Anniversary, the Weyerhaeuser Nursery 
Dedication and Arbor Day presentations; programs for South Carolina 
Science Consultants, and the Environmental Education Association of 
South Carolina; the personnel conference, the support staff conference, 
and other programs. 
Information and Education Activities 
5 Year Summary 
Year Number of Media :Parade/ 
Programs Attendance Contacts Exhibits 
83-84 892 47,652 688 164 
84-85 882 44,148 1416 127 
85-86 933 42,239 995 126 
86-87 837 52,206 637 120 






INFORMATION AND EDUCATION SUMMARY 
1987-88 
General Fire Prevention Arbor 
Programs Programs Workshops Day Radio 
No.Attend. No. Attend. No. Attend. No. Attend. 
Wire 
TV Print Services Parades Exhibits 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------
Camden 76 3,232 26 1, 064 73 3,265 23 516 11 1, 895 26 8 28 0 4 9 
Florence 27 1,582 13 160 14 1,979 11 335 5 325 6 8 18 0 15 7 
Kingstree 52 4,112 23 802 28 928 11 575 8 1,575 19 0 65 0 11 8 
Newberry 57 2,708 26 776 49 4,372 12 453 17 1,230 17 2 50 0 18 10 
Orangeburg 50 2,034 19 769 72 14' 795 12 413 10 1,575 5 3 38 0 23 5 
Spartanburg 42 2,143 15 604 46 3,960 17 624 7 742 143 28 105 0 20 6 
·Walterboro 18 2,070 7 150 12 405 14 392 2 78 13 28 46 0 10 7 
Total Dist. 322 17,881 129 4,325 294 29,704 100 3,308 60 7,420 229 77 350 0 101 52 
----,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
State Forests 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 48 2 250 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Nurseries 0 0 7 110 0 0 8 430 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Columbia 0 0 6 3.60 0 0 1 40 0 0 9 51 64 62 0 8 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------
Grand Total 322 17' 881 142 4, 795 294 29,704 112 3,826 62 7' 670 238 128 420 62 101 60 
State Forests 
There are four state forests operated by the Forestry Commission: 
Cassatt State Forest (Kershaw County) ................. 462 acres 
Harbison State Forest (Richland County) ............. 2,188 acres 
Manchester State Forest (Sumter County) ............ 28,830 acres 
Sand Hills State Forest(Chesterfield/Darlington Co)92,000 acres 
It is the objective of the Forestry Commission to practice the principles 
of multiple use and sustained yield timber management on forest lands 
under the agency's jurisdiction and to promote practices to protect and 
enhance environmental quality in the management of all forest 
ownerships. 
Payment to Counties 
Twenty five percent of the gross receipts of all state forest operations is 
paid in lieu of taxes to the counties in which the forest is located. This 
year's payments to counties were as follows: 
Chesterfield (Sand Hills State Forest) ...... $115,444.47 
Darlington (Sand Hills State Forest) .......... 15,742.43 
Sumter (Manchester State Forest) ............ 141,686.82 
Richland County (Harbison Forest) .............. 6,339.29 
Kershaw County (Cassatt Forest) ................ 1,206.25 
In the past 30 years since the passage of this act, the Forestry 
Commission has paid a total of $3,722,183.31 to counties where state 
forest lands are located as follows: 
Chesterfield ...................... $2,071,679.71 
Darlington........................ 76,065.15 
Sumter ............................ 1, 492, 717. 66 
Richland.......................... 71,738.80 
Kershaw........................... 9,981.99 
Cassatt State Forest 
Cassatt State Forest, with 462 acres, is located about two miles north of 
Cassatt, S C. It was deeded to the state by the late J R West on May 28, 
1935. Cassatt Lookout Tower and a dwelling for the tower attendant were 
erected by the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and continue to be used 
for fire detection. 
Manchester State Forest personnel are responsible for the timber 
management on the forest. During the year, one (1) pulpwood sale for 
271 cords on 56 acres was advertised and sold. 
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Harbison State Forest 
Harbison State Forest, contammg 2,188 acres is in Richland County. No 
wildfires occurred on the forest during · the year. One pine pulpwood 
sale was conducted and infested trees from several pine bark beetle 
spots were salvaged. A total of 787 cords of pine pulpwood were sold. 
Physical development of Harbison consisted of the construction of one 
mile of public roadway. A Land and Water Conservation Grant from the 
Department of Interior provided funding for the construction project. 
Manchester State Forest 
Manchester State Forest, located south of Wedgefield in Sumter County, 
contains 28,830 acres. From 1939 to 1955, this land was leased by the 
Forestry Commission from the Federal government. The state received 
title to the property on June 28, 1955. 
Receipts: 
Receipts for Operating Budget 
Fuelwood -- 157 permits, 149 cords ................ $ 1,798.00 
Pinestraw ............................................ 13, 048. 50 
Hunting and Fishing permits .......................... 18,818.50 
Agriculture Land Rent ................................. 3, 649.50 
TOTAL $37,314.50 
Timber Sale and Other Receipts 
Timber Sales-1,950,373 BD.FT . . 6,356 cords ......... $421,648.77 
Leases,and Interest ................................ 111,601.35 
Sales Oft Other Commission Lands ..................... 30,457.97 
TOTAL .................................... .' ........ $563,708.09 
Silvicultural Practices: 
There were 39 acres prepared for natural regeneration and 541 acres 
prepared for tree planting with mechanized equipment. There were 
1,788 acres prescribed burned and 103 acres of longleaf pine were spot 
treated with herbicide for hardwood control. A total of 608 acres were 
planted including 90 acres of replanting. The following species were 
planted: 
Longleaf pine ........................................... 139, 500 
Containerized Loblolly .................................... 54,000 
Improved coastal loblolly pine ........................... 225,000 
Total Trees Planted 418,500 
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Forest Protection: 
Twenty-one (21) forest fires occurred during the year burning a total of 
34.5 acres. Firebreaks were maintained in high value and high hazard 
areas. 
Periodic checks were made for insect and disease damage. To reduce the 
potential for the spread of Anno sum root rot in pine plantations, stumps 
of trees cut in selective pulpwood thinning operations were treated with 
the competing fungus, Peniophora gigantea. Research in cooperation 
with the Southeastern Forest Experiment Station is being conducted on 
insect and disease prevention. 
Four cases involving violation of forest regulations were prosecuted. 
Assistance on game law enforcement was provided by the S.C. Wildlife 
and Marine Resources Department; game wardens prosecuted 20 cases 
involving state forest regulation violations. 
Recreation: 
Recreation other than hunting and 
sightseeing, motorcycling, horseback riding, 
26 organized group activities were held 
estimated 2,900 people. 
fishing includes hiking, 
and field trials. A total of 
on the forest involving an 
Game Management: 
An intensified program of game management is conducted in 
cooperation with the S C Wildlife and Marine Resources Department. 
Turkey, deer and small game biologist provided recommendations for 
improving game management. The Sumter County Chapter of the Wild 
Turkey Federation donated two gates and seed and fertilizer materials 
for wildlife planting. The Midlands Chapter of Quail Unlimited donated 
8,000 bicolor plants and the Midlands and Sumter Chapters donated 
fertilizer for bicolor maintenance. In addition to utilizing power line 
right-of-way for wildlife plantings, permanent wildlife fields and food 
patches have been established. Planting and/or maintenance was 
carried out on 80 wildlife plots containing 185 acres. 






















A~ricultural Lands: Agricultural lands, consisting of 300 acres, were 
leased to local farmers. Planting of soybeans, com and wheat on these 
lands enhance wildlife management efforts. 
Air Force Lease: The U S Air Force leases 7,687 acres of the forest for an 
aerial gunnery range to train pilots from various Air Force bases in the 
southeastern US. Arrangements were completed for the supplemental 
lease of an additional 309 acres. The South Carolina Air National Guard 
has access to the range and uses it frequently. 
With the cooperation of the Air Force, efforts to expand timber 
management activities within the range were continued. Four sales 
involving 735,802 board feet and 830 cords on 164 acres were advertised 
and sold, and 23 acres were planted to containerized loblolly pine. 
Niederhof Seed Orchard Development Fund: 
Payment on Niederhof Seed Orchard Land ............. $160,200.00 
S C General Fund Payment ............................ 108, 670.00 
Reforestation: equipment, supplies .................. 242,468.51 
Payment to Sumter County ............................ 135,133.83 
TOTAL .............................................. $646,472.34 
Sand Hills State Forest 
Sand Hills State Forest, which includes the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service's Carolina Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge, is located in 
Chesterfield and Darlington Counties and contains 92,000 acres. The 
Forestry Commission is responsible for forest fire protection on the 
entire forest and administers Sand Hills State Forest as a multiple use 
forest. Leased from the federal government in 1939 for 95 years, the 
forest became self-supporting in 1966. Revenue accrued over expenses 
each year is expended on the forest for further improvements and 
expanded operations. 
S il vicul tural Practices: 
Trees were planted in fields and on lands that were harvest-cut and site 
prepared. A total of four-hundred, eighteen(418) acres were planted 
with longleaf pine. Total seedlings used were 303,000. 
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Prescribed burning was done on approximately 4,800 acres in three 








Twenty-six (26) wildfires occurred, burning a total of 177.2 acres. Forest 
insects and diseases were no problem during the year. 
Recreation: 
The Sugar Loaf Mountain recreation area continued to receive heavy 
use. Besides the naturally formed 150 foot high Sugar Loaf Mountain, 
there are five picnic shelters, a lake, fireplaces, a flowing well, parking 
areas, and latrines. Scout troops and other organized groups use this 
area and facilities for overnight camping. A total of 52 overnight 
camping permits for 728 campers were issued this year. Many auto 
touring visitors drive through this forest, especially to view the fall leaf 
colors and to enjoy the blooming rhododendron near Sugar Loaf 
Mountain in the spring. A nature trail is available for hiking. The trail 
winds through a typical sand hill branch and an undisturbed wooded 
area containing many species of mature trees. Use by horseback riders 
continues to increase each year. 
Game Management: 
Hunting and fishing are allowed in season by permit on the forest area. 
Cooperation with the State Wildlife and Marine Resources Department 
and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Department was excellent in game law 
enforcement. Deer, dove and quail food patches are planted and 
maintained by the Forestry Commission. 
There are thirteen ponds available for fishing on the forest. 
maintained through annual fertilization and weed control. 
permits this year totaled 1782 daily and 325 season. 
These are 
Fishing 
Dove, quail, squirrel, deer, and rabbit hunting were permitted on the 
state forest portion. Permit sales total 43 for dove, 15 daily and 21 season 
fo·r squirrel, 161 daily and 15 season quail, 17 daily and 3 8 two-week 
season for deer, and 5 daily and 4 season for rabbit. 
Land Rental: 
Seventeen farmland contracts comprising 779 acres were renewed in 
1987-88. All of the rented farmland is planted to corn, beans, grain, or 
one of the lespedezas. All of these crops benefit the wildlife program. 
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Forest Research and Demonstration: 
The longleaf regeneration study continues under the supervision of the 
U.S. Forest Service. 
Hardwood growth study plots have been installed in Lynches River flood 
plain by Mills and Norman. Growth and merchantability of several 
hardwood species will be studied over a period of time. 
Longleaf growth study plots have been installed on several different 
sites to determine growth on these sites. 
Red -Cockaded Woodpecker: 
Work is being done to improve the woodpecker habitat and to help the 
population of this endangered species expand. 
Scrub oaks and brush within 100 feet of all woodpecker trees in 
Compartments 12 and 17 were knocked down or cut. Flight paths were 
cut from colony trees to mature longleaf pines nearby. 
Information and Education: 
Information is available at forest headquarters and permit stations 
describing hunting, fishing and other activities. Public contact is made 
while issuing permits and routine field checking. 
The annual prescribe burning school conducted by the Forestry 
Commission was again held at Sand Hills. Public and private foresters 
and technicians participated. 
Talks and tours were given to several groups during the year. In 
addition several presentations were made by personnel to civic groups. 
Information has been posted at Sugar Loaf concerning new rules and 
regulations. A more elaborate information stand is planned for this 
area soon. 
Receipts: 
Sawtimber-2,408,133 board feet pine 
and Pulpwood- 5,550 cords pine 
Straw - 27,028 bales 
Rentals 
Hunting and fishing permits 
Miscellaneous 
USDI 











Training and Special Projects Section 
The Training and Special Projects Section, is responsible for Training, 
Safety, the State Lands Forest Management Program, and Forest 
Resource Planning. 
Train in~ 
Each year a training schedule is prepared in cooperation with all 
program managers. This helps to set priorities and to ensure that 
needed training is scheduled, planned, and presented in a logical order. 
Standard training programs have been prepared for new employees in 
all job areas. These programs will ensure that all subjects are covered 
in a logical order and will help the new employee reach the standards 
for the assigned job as soon as practical. Programs are in use for 
foresters, district rangers, county rangers, district forest technicians, 
fire tower operators, wardens, mechanics, radio technicians, staff 
assistants/clerks, and nursery supervisor/seed orchard managers. 
A training library including manuals, films, tapes, slides,and lesson 
plans is maintained. 
Most training is done using Forestry Commission personnel as 
instructors. Other schools and instructors are utilized when possible. 
These sources include the U. S. Forest Service, Clemson University, 
University of South Carolina, South Carolina Human Resource 
Management Training Division, industry representatives, the South 
Carolina Criminal Justice Academy, and others. 
Training highlights for 1987-88: 
Basic Fire Fi~htin~ School. five days. This was conducted for 24 new 
personnel with forest fire control responsibilities . 
Basic Fire Fi~htin~ School for Cooperators: Conducted two schools for 59 
employees of cooperating forest industries. 
Basic Fire Fi~htin~ Trainin~: This was conducted for 70 new state parks 
personnel. 
Fire Behavior Course: (S-390) This 60-hour advanced forest fire course 
was conducted for thirty personnel involved in the supervision of 
forest fire fighting. 
Prescribed Bumin~ School. two days; attended by thirty- four people. 
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Basic Law Enforcement: Seven people attended the three-week special 
basic course at the S. C. Criminal Justice Academy and were 
commissioned as forest law enforcement officers. 
Law Enforcement In-Service. · two days. This was conducted at the S. C. 
Criminal Justice Academy for seventy-two personnel who hold law 
enforcement commissions . 
....,R...,.u ..... r.... a. ._l __.Fwi .... r.... e_ ... D'-"e~p...,a .... r ..,tm.....,.e .... n .._t_T........,ra .... i...,n~in_~: This program, conducted · by the 
Forestry Commission to train Rural Fire Department personnel, was 
presented to eighteen departments with 187 personnel receiving 
training. 
lnsttvctor Training Course. five days. Twenty-nine persons completed 
this course which is designed to improve the communication skills of 
Forestry Commission personnel. 
Defensive Driving Instructor Course: was attended by seven Forestry 
Commission personnel to prepare to teach defensive driving to Forestry 
Commission personnel on a continuing basis. 
Defensive Driving Courses: were conducted in each region for 70 
employees in an effort to improve the safety of Forestry Commission 
personnel. 
First Responder Refresher Courses. one day: Two of these first aid 
courses were conducted for sixty-five Forestry Commission personnel to 
provide trained personnel in all parts of the state. 
Ran~er Technician Training Program: Two Forestry Commission 
employees this year completed the forest technician training program 
designed for County Rangers. This program normally requires three 
years of study, on-the-job training, and experience to complete. These 
employees will assist foresters in providing services, such as timber 
marking, prescribed burning, and reforestation assistance to private 
non-industrial woodland owners in the counties where they are 
assigned. 
Management Development Course. three days. This course was 
conducted for 30 field supervisors. The course included training in 
Leadership, Decision Making, Conflict Management and Motivation. 
Safety 
Ten safety committees, representing all areas of the agency, are 
responsible for safety awareness by all personnel and locating and 
correcting safety hazards in their area. OSHA Courtesy Inspections 
were conducted in each district. The Forestry Commission received the 
large state agency Fleet Safety Award from the Division of Motor 
Vehicle Management. Chain Saw Safety Seminar, 1 day: Two of these 
seminars were conducted for 70 personnel. 
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I; 
Red Cross First Aid Instructors Course, 3 days: Ten Forestry Commission 
personnel completed this course in order to provide first aid instruction 
to Forestry Commission personnel. 
Red Cross Multi Media First Aid Course, 1 day: Sixty three employees 
completed this course. 
Forest Planner 
The position of Forest Planner was filled in the very late stages of 
fiscal year 1987. Among the responsibilities of the Forest Planner is the 
development of County Forest Resource Plans for each county in the 
state, up dating the State's Forest Resource Plan, providing computer 
support to Columbia and field office staff including: development of 
programs, assistance in the operations, maintenance and upgrading of 
the system, assist and train users and develop recommendations for 
improvements. 
During the past fiscal year, procedures for the development of 
County Forest Resource Plans were prepared and pilot counties were 
selected for each of the seven districts. Data on past Forestry 
Commission activities in each county, demographic data and other · 
relevant information was gathered and compiled into a useful format. · 
The Forest Planner was also involved in the development of a 
publication on Souih Carolina's Fourth Forest. The fourth forest is 
currently being planted and will be supplying the resources for man's 
needs in the early part of the twenty- first century. This publication 
will highlight findings of the 6th Forest Survey, the most recent 
inventory of South Carolina's forest resource, and a U.S.D.A. Forest 
Service study on the South's Fourth Forest. 
Various computer programs were developed, improved and/or 
maintained this year by the Forest Planner. These programs are used 
by the Nursery Section to track seedling inventory and sales, by the 
Forest Management Section to administer the Forest Renewal Program 
and the vendor certification program and for the Fire Control Section to 
track Federal excess property. 
State Lands Forest Management Program 
The state lands forest management program provides technical forest 
management assistance to S. C. state agencies that own forest land. 
During fiscal year 1987-88, six agencies requested and received forestry 
assistance. Forest product sales totaled 1,934,981 board feet of sawtimber 
and 2,314 cords of pulpwood providing revenue totaling $307,162.84. 
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In addition to the sales, seventy acres were planted with tree seedlings, 
sixty five acres were prescribed burned for site preparation, and one 
hundred acres have been prepared for natural regeneration. 
In addition to the listed timber sales, the following is a breakdown by 
agencies of work accomplished during 1987-88: 
John de Ia Howe School - Coordinated the selection and planting of 
campus street trees. 
S. C. Wildlife - Revised the timber management plans for Samworth 
Game Management Area and Lake Wallace Wildlife Management Area. 
PRT - Revised the timber inventory for Santee State Park. 
STATE LANDS FOREST MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
1987-88 FOREST PRODUCTS SALES 
AGENCY PURPOSE OF CUT BD. FT. CORDS SALE PRICE 
Criminal Justice 
Academy Site Development 12,196 114 $ 3,654.04 
Dept. of 
Corrections 
Wateree Farm(3-14) Thinning 198,176 233 36,425.00 
Wateree Farm(3-15 Harvest 557,475 69 Pending 
Div. of 
State Parks 
Givhans Ferry SPB Killed 94 3,027.80 
John de la 




Center Thinning 327,000 320 75,000.00 
Sandhills Wildlife 
Area Thinning 41,671 148 3,500.00 
Santee Wildlife 
Refuge Thinning 63,853 598 Pending 
Springdale Course 
Track Thinning 70 Pending 
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